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ABSTRACT 

1999 marks the Cuban Revolution's 4oLh annivet~svy~ The Cuban govemment 

and its economy have shown remarkable resilience over the past forty years; the 

govemment has retained power and has withstood the break up of the Soviet Union. 

However, the rise in uni-polarity, neo-liberalkm and globalization have brought new 

challenges. This thesis examines the tensions and contradictions that are being produceci 

witbin the Cuban political economy as the Cuban government attempts to forge its 'third 

way' within the new intexmîionai politicai economic order. Analysis of these tensions 

and contradictions is essentid to undestand the constraints that Cuba's Revolutionary 

govemment faces a s  it approaches the year 2000, as weii as those which any govemment 

might face shouid it pumie an alternative to the neo-ii'beral route. In order to provide a 

comprehensive anaiysis which recognïzes the mïqueness of the Cuban situation, Cuba's 

history fiom 1492 to the present is covered and dependency theory is used as the 

theoreticai h e w o r k .  Indeed, this study reveais that the greatest challenge to the 

govemment is the connict between the Cuban identity fostered by the Revolution and the 

rise in inequality brought about by the economic refonns. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The flood of analyses of Cuba's politicai economy foiiowing the Soviet Union's 

disintegration largely relied on over-simplined cornparisons to Eastern Europe. These 

snidies ignored the historical specificity of the Cuban Revolution, and thus r a l t e d  in 

erroneous predictions that the Cuban Revolution's demise was imminent1 The aim of 

this thesis is to analyze how the changed international political economic order is 

influencing Cuba's success in carving out an alternative to the neo-liberal route, and the 

tensions and contradictions that are resulting. In contrast with the aforementioned 

studies, this papa analyzes current Cuban tensions and contradictions within a historical 

context Accordingly, the period nom 1492 to the present is coveied 

1999 marks the 4 0 ~  anniversary of the C u b a  Revolutionary govemment. 

Throughout most of its history, the Revolution has managed to surmount tremendous 

obstacles, most notably US. aggression, and to achieve numerous successes, such as the 

eradication of illiteracy and the attainment of one of the highest human development 

index rankings in Latin Arnerica2 With the fd of the Soviet Union, however, the 

Revolution has had to face its most severe challenges yet. The impact on the economy 

has been devastating. Within two years, Cuba lost credits and subsidies eshateci at 

USS1.4 billion year? Further, markets for Cuban goods were Iost, with exports 

plummeting by 80%: Sources of imports were also los& imports plunged by 75%: 

including key commodities, such as oil, which was importeci at 10% of previous l e~e l s .~  

At the end of 1993, the Cuban govenunent estimateci the total cost of the coilapse of the 

' In his article, "Cuba and Cuban Studies," Cubanologist, Manuel Pastor, noted the shortcomings of recent 
studies, writing, "the seemùigly urgent need to cespond to these twists and nints.,.means that many new 
voiuma on cuba do not stepbaçkto pauit a historical picturc within which ...[to] contextualize the mon 
fundamental reasons for the Cuban transformation-" Latin Amencan Research Review Vol. 3 1, No. 3, 
1996, p.220- 
' "Human DeveIopment index," United Nations Development Programme 1998. N-pag. Online- intemet. 
July 12, 1999. 

Available: www.undp.org/hdro/98hdi2.htm 
"Cuba: A Guide for Canadian Business," Department of Foreign Aff'airs and International Trade (July, 

1997), p38. Online, Intemet Iune 17, 1999- 
AvaiIable: w w w - d f a i t - m a e c i . g c . c a / l a t i n / v i e w d ~ u m ~  1 l&name=cuba 

Pedro M o ~ e a l .  "Sea Changes: the New Cuban Economy," N A C U  Report on the  Amencas March--1, 
1999, p:23, 
' Ibid. 

Louis Pérez, Cuba: Between Reform and Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), p383. 



Soviet bloc to Cuba's economy at US$5.7 billion;' the Cuban economy had Lost 70% of 

its purchasing p o w d  and its GDP had decreased by approximately 50%: 

The economic crisis has been intensined by several extemal deveIopments, most 

notably, the transition to uni-polarity, the nse of neo-liberalism and the proliferation of 

globalization. The emergence of uni-polarity has had a more profound impact on Cuba 

than most Third World countries due to the United States' economic blockade of the 

island. Not only is the island cut off k m  the world's largest consumer market, it is 

unable to purchase goods made by US. firms aud, in addition, foreign f i m  conducting 

business in Cuba are subjected to reWatory measures. In addition, the embargo 

prohibits the U.S. government k m  participating in any international organîzation which 

grants aid or loans to Cuba Thus, in marked contrast to the Eastern European countries, 

Cubans have received little aid due to lack of access to these sources. In December of 

1998, Carlos Lage, Vice President of the National Assembly, stated that the embargo 

cos& the island approximately $800 million per year.10 

The proliferation of globalization and neo-liietalism has meant that Cuba is 

increasingly reliant on economic interaction with a world in which it has few ideological 

dies. Marcos Portal, the Cuban Minister of Basic Industries, explained the impact of the 

change in the international economic order and the Cuban desire to prevent M u r e  

situations of economic dependency, stating, "We went to bed one night and when we 

woke up, the Soviet Union was gone, so we had to begin ail over again. The same thing 

had occurred years before with the United States. This is not going to happen again to 

us."" Indeed, this new international economic order has forced the Cuban government to 

enact numerous fiee market economic reforms, including the encouragement of foreign 

investment, the legalization of public possession of U.S. dollars, the creation of 

agricultural CO-operatives and markets, the legaikation of self-employment and the 

reduction of public expendihires. The government is, in essence, attempting to forge a 

Susan Eckstein, Back From the Future: Cuba Unda  Castro (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1994), p33. 
a Eckstein, p. 93. 
'0rnar Everleny P é m  Villanueva and Hiram Marqueni Nodarse, "La economia Cubana Acurnlidody 
tendenciar. " Economk y Desarrollo September 1995, Vol. 1 17, No. 1, p33. 
10 Caribbean & Centrai America Report Januw 19, 1999. 
" Ana Julia Jamr-Hausmann, m a t  Cuba Can Teach Russia," Foreign Policy Winter 1998, p. 4- 



'third way,' that is, to maintain the achievements of its Revolution while increasuig the 

island's economic growth. However, the successnll irnplementation ofthis third option is 

highly tenuous. Externally, giobaiization, uni-polarity and neo-libdsm are placing 

numerous constraints on the Cuban capacity to pursue autonomous developrnent 

Moreover, these extemai forces are serving to create friction internaiiy. As explained by 

Fernando Martinez Heredia, the head of the Department of Regional Studies at the 

Centro de Eshrdos sobre América. the success of this third option depends on 'khether 

tensions which are developing between our specific interests and the homogenizing 

tendencies that are gaming ground in the world today will grow to critical proportions or 

remain within manageable b~unds."'~ 

From a bmader perspective. the Revolution's success in forging a 'thiid way' has 

significant repercussions intemationally; it provides an example for other Third World 

countries of the challenges faced in endeavoriring to pursue an alternative to the neo- 

liberal route, Francisco Lopez Segrera of UNESCO (United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization) has remarked on this, observing, "if Cuba fails, it 

will have tragic consequences not only for this island, but at a global level, both in the 

South and in the  ort th."'^ 
This work is comprised of four chapters. The nrst sets out the theoretical 

fhmework. It provides an overview of dependency theory, outlining the various schools 

of dependency theory and explainhg both their strengths and weaknesses. The reformikt - 
perspective is selected as the theoretical fiamework for analysis because it recognïzes the 

historical specificity of the state and studies the interplay between extemal actors and 

domestic forces in the shaping of the domestic political economy. 

The second chapter provides a brief analysis of the Cuban political economy fiom 

1492 to 1959. Given the expansive thne period covered in this chapter, it represents 

more of a briefovervïew than an in-depth analysis. The goal of this chapter is to isolate 

the formation of politicai economic trends, such as monoculture, the lack of an intemal 

lZ Fernando Marthe2 Heredia, "Cuban Socialism: Prospecîs and Challenges," tram. Janell Pierce Latin 
Amencan Perspectives Issue 69, Vol. 18, No.2, Spring 199 1, p35. " Francisco L6pez Segrcra, "Rejoïnder to Edelstein," Latin Amencan Perspectives Issue 87, Vol. 22, NO. 
4, Fa11 1995, p.36. 



market and the origùis of the one-party system, which continue to influence the Cuban 

politicai economy to this &y. 

The period h m  1959 to 1989 is covered in the third chapter. A more thorough 

analysis is provideci in this chapter. This chapter uses indicators of dependency to 

highlight particuiar areas in which the Cuban govmiment remaineci reliant on extemai 

forces and where greater autonomy was achieved. Partïcular attention is paid to the 

creation of a Cuban identity. 

Las& the fourth chapter represents an attempt to utilize the infionnation h m  

Cuba's history to explain the curent challenges that the Revolution faes. This chapter 

buiIds on the set of indicators used în the previous chapter and highlights the fiction 

between the new international economic oder and the creation of the 'third way,' 

particularly the interna1 manifestations, such as the fiction between the Revolutionary 

identity and the new reality. 



CHAPTER ONE: DEPENDENCY THEORY AS A FRAMEWORKFOR 
ANALYSIS OF CUBA'S POLITICAL ECONOMY 

The disuitegration ofthe socialist camp has had a profound effect on Cuba's 

political economy- Indeed, the changes accompanying the Soviet Union's collapse, 

namely, the 'tnumph' of neo-lrberaüsm, the rise of uni-polarity and giobalization, have 

devastated Cuba's economy and left it ideologically isolated, This changed international 

political economic order has forced the Cuban government to undertake a varïety of 

economic and political reforms as part of an attempt to improve economic conditions 

while maintaining the pUars of its Revolution Cuba's success in forging this 'third way' 

hinges on whether the economic and political reforms undertaken wiii be sunicient to 

withstand international '%omogenizing tendencies" and intensified U.S. economic 

aggression-' Accordingly, this paper does not attempt to answer definitively whether the 

Revolution will be able to resist these extemal forces, but rather to analyze the tensions 

and contradictions that these extemal forces are producing within the Cuban political 

economy- 

Dependency theory, particularly the refom-st perspective, provides a solid 

h e w o r k  for the study of the impact of this changed international political economic 

order on Cuba's political economy. Its incorporation of a systerns level ofandysis 

facilitates analysis of the impact of international forces on Cuba's Revolution. Further, 

its recognition of the historical specificity of the state accokunodates Cuba's unique 

situation as an ideologically isolated socialist country and fornier Soviet ally ninety miles 

off the U.S. Coast- 

Objective and Fonnat 

The objective of this chapter is to set out the theoretical hmework that wiil be 

used to study Cuba's political economy. ModemUation theory wiil first be discussed as 

dependency theory evolved out of a rejection of this paradigm. The common principles 

' In the form of the Helms-Burton Law- 



of dependency theory wïli then be reviewed, followed by a more detailed discussion of 

the three schools of dependency theoqr, the s t r ~ c ~ s t ,  the Marxîst and the refomùst. 

Motikrnization Xheory and lis CnXm 

Dependency theory emerged out of a response to the perceived faihgs of 

modernization theory, the most widely accepted theory of development foliowing World 

War II. The theory of modernization relies heavily on the work of economic theorisf 

Walter Rostow. Rostow developed the 'stage' theory of development, which he declared 

'%onstitutes, in the end, both a theory about economic p w t h  and a more general, if stïiI 

highly partial, theory about modern hist~ry~'~ Basing his work on the histoncal process 

of economic development of Western Europe, Rostow claimed that in the transition fiom 

a 'backward' to a developed economy, a society passes through five stages. Rostow 

purported that the first stage typified 'traditional' society, whose "structure is developed 

within Iimited production fwictions, based on pre-Newtonian science and technology, and 

on pre-Newtonian attitudes towards the physical world"' In the second stage, the 

foundation for self-susbineci growth is laid and traditional values are challenged? By the 

third stage, countnes enter into the 'take-off period.' This period, Rostow claimed, was 

the "interval when the old blocks and resistances to steady growth are fhally overcome" 

and "the forces making for economic progress, which yielded limited bursts and enclaves 

of modem activity, expand and come to dominate the society.'* Rostow labelled the 

fourth stage '?he drive to maturïty-" In this stage, 'ihe make-up of the economy changes 

unceasingly as technique improves.. .The economy fin& its place in the international 

economy,. .[and] the society makes such terms as it wiii with the requirements of modern 
,,6 production, baiancing off the new agauist the older values and institutions.. . Rostow 

stated that the f i f i  and final stage would be one which Western Europe had already 

Walter Rostow, The Stages of Economic Gmwth: A Non-Communist Manifesta (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1960), p. 1 - 

Ibid, PA. 
4 Ibid-, pp.6-7, 
' Ibid., p.7. 

Ibid,, p.9. 



achieved; a situation of mass consumption, a shift fiom heavy industry to consumer 

durables and the development of a social welfare ~ ~ s t e r n . ~  

Modernizationists purporteci that economic development was not only a hc t ion  

of economic poiïcy. but also of culture- Indeed. modernization theory is premised on the 

belief that the vaIues held by traditional society perpetuate underdevelopment 

Accordingly. rnodeniizationists, such as Myron Weiner, argued that 'Cattitudinal and 

value changes are prerequisites to creating a modem society, economic and political 

system." As such, those in the less developed countrïes were couaselled to emulate 

North American/Westem European values in order to quicken the transition nom stage to 

stage and to achieve what the theorists termed the ideal f o m  of societal organization, 

%e liberal, democratic capitalist mode1 of the westst9" In his book, Underdevehpment is 

o State of Mind. Ham-son listed these Noahem values as: fiture onentaiion (as opposed 

to fatalism), rationality, rational religion, equality, fair play, seIf-discipline. compromise, 

CO-operation. trust and a strong work ethic.I0 

Ln order to encourage the diffusion of Western cultural values, a variety of tools 

was suggested In their overview of modemization theory, for example, Amiro 

Valenmela and J. Samuel Valemuela Listed the commoniy recommended instruments as 

'foreign aid, foreign educational opportunities, oveaeas business investments 1 4  mass 

media"' ' Similarly, in Underdevelopment is a State of Mind. Hamison suggested a 

program of reformed leadership. religion, development projects, education and training. 

media, management practices and child-rearing practices, to cultivate Northem values.12 

With respect to Latin American economic development, specifïcaiiy. 

modernizationists stated that the difference between the values transported by the British 

and the Spanish colonizers caused Bntish North America's economic growth to far 

exceed that of Latin America's. Whereas the Bntish transported an individudistic 

7 Rostow, p. 10. 
8 Myron weiner, Modemktion: The Dynamics of Growth (New York Basic Books, 1966), p.6, cited in 
Anton AIIabar, Sociology and the Periphery (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1995), p. 18. 
Y Lawrence Harrison, Underdevelopment is a Statc of Mind (Lanharn, Maryland: University Press of 
Amenca), p.167, 
10 Ibid., p.5. 
II J- Samuel Valenzuela and Arturo Valemuela, "Modernkation and Dependency: Alternative Perspectives 
to the Study of Latin Amerkan Underdevelopment," From Dependency-to Development, e d  H.   un oz 
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview, 198 1). p. 1 8, 
" Harrison, pp. 169-176- 



Protestant ethic to North America, the Spanish transplanted a primitive capitalist Catholic 

hierarchical ethic to South America, resuiting in the evolution of rnarkedly different 

political and economic systems and institutions. Seymour Martin Lipset, for example, 

remarked, 

The overseas offspruig of Great Britain seemingly haâ the 
advantage of  values denved in part utom the Protestant Ethic 
and fkom the formation of 'New Societies' in which feudal 
ascriptive elements were missing. Since Latin America, on the 
other hand is Catholic, it has been dominated for centuries by 
ruIing efites who created a social structure congruent with 
feudal social values." 

The economic manifestations of these values were ofparticdar signifïcance to 

modemizationists. They argued that one of the greatest impediments to development was 

that these 'traditional' values conditioned Latin Americans to contradict the hdamental 

tenet of liberal capitalism, self-interest. For example, in theV article, "Modernization and 

Dependency," Valenzuela and Valenmela noted, "Bolivian businessmen WU not take 

nsks with their capital, prefemhg to put money in Swiss banks...Ecuadorians will study 

law rather than enter a more lucrative career ui business or t e ~ h n o l o ~ ~ . " ' ~  

Despite its widespread acceptance, modernization theory was condemned in 

various circles for its ahistoric, Eurocentnc, statist approach to developrnent. The aspect 

of modernization which attracted the most criticisrn was its lack of recognition of the role 

extemal forces play in shaping the development of LDCs ( l e s  developed countries). Its 

cntics argued that extemal forces, particularly imperialism and the world capitalist 

system, played a significant role in shaping the political economies of LDCs, acting to 

constrain autonomous decision-making and limiting development. Dependentistu, Paul 

Baran, for example, stated that %e violent, destructive and predatory opening up of the 

weaker countnes by Western capitalism immeasurably distorted their deve l~~men t . "~~  

To illustrate his point, he used the exampIe of India, wrïting, "it would have been.. .an 

entirely different India.. . had she been allowed.. . to realize her destiny in her own way, to 

employ her resources for her own benefit, to hamess her energies and abilities for the 

'' Seymour Martin Lipset, "Values, Education and Entrepreneurship," Elites in Latin America, eds. Lipset 
and Solari (New York: Oxford University Press, L963), p. 14, cited in Valenzuela and Valenzuela, p.22. 
'' VaIennieIa and Valenzuela, p20, 
IS Pau1 Baran, The Politicai Economy of Growth (New York: Prometheus, 1960), p.162. 



advancement of her own people."'6 Similady, scholar Andre Gunder Frank, rejected the 

theory because the "entire approach to economic development and culturai change 

attributes a history to the developed coutries but denies all history to the under- 

developed one."" Others, such as Howard Wiarda, denounceci the paradigm because it 

purported that there is oniy one single path to development and one corresponding 

universal end result." 

The economic foundation of modemkation theory was also crïticized 

Dependenti'taî challenged rnodernization's economic tenets of take-oWstage theory and 

comparative advantage- Paul Baran, for example, stated that Tostovian stage theory, 

despite its comprehensive historie and mciologicai claims, reduces economic growth to a 

single pattern.. .within its extremely narmw Iùnits Rostovian theory can neither explain 

nor predict without introducing considerations that are Mevant  to the stage s~hema.'"~ 

Raul Prebisch, the former head of ECLA (Economic Commission for Latin Amenca), 

devoted much of his work to refiiting the theory of comparative advantage- His analysis 

of trade patterns revealed that prices of primary goods, the chief foreign exchange earners 

for LDCs, steadily decrease, whereas the prices of manufactured goods, the goods 

imported by LDCs, tend to rise or remain constant? Thus, Prebisch concluded that 

primary exporting LDCs were doomed to continued underdevelopment because of 

declining tenns of trade. 

ModemUation's prescriptive capscity was similarly questioned. The desirability 

of foreign investment was viewed as particularly dubious. The dependenthtas challenged 

the support for foreign investment on a variety of fkonts. First, they claimed that the high 

incidence of profit repatriation resulted in foreign companies extracting a surplus fkom 

the host country, thereby discouraging re-investment in the economy? Furthemore, the 

17 Andre   un der Frank, Latin Americz Underdevelopment or Revolution? (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1969), p.30, cited in ed- P-W. Preston, Development Theory (Cambridge, Massachusetts: BlackwelI 
Publishers, I976), p.172, 

Howard i. ~iarda, "The Ethnocentricism o f  Social Science," Comparative Politics: Notes and Readings, 
eds- Roy Macridis and Bernard Brown (Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1986), p-470- 
l9 Baran. ~ x x i i i -  
'O See E&il Prebisch, Revkta Econbmicri 1967, xr.2, No-1, pp26-27. 
" Jorge Gilbert and Vassilis Hdambidis ,  Ecoaomic and Cultural Dependence in Latin America (Toronto: 

- -  .- 

Two Thirds Editions, 1984), p.63. 



small amount not repatriated remaineci largely in the han& of the elite, which tends to 

spend its money on impoaed luxury items rather than reinvesting in the domestic 

economy.~ Second, the dependentiktas posited that there was very Little appropriate 

technologicai tran~fer?~ Third, foreign investrnent was viewed to be disadvantageous 

because culturai changes were brought about which were detrimental to the domestic 

economy, such as changes in tastes away fiom domestically produced goods.24 Finally, a 

high degree of foreign penetration of the domestic economy was viewed to be 

disadvantageous because it facilitateci foreign influence in domestic affairs? 

Dependkncy ï3eoty 

The above-detaiied rejection of modernization theory culminateci in the fornation 

of dependency theory, which represents the convergence of three schools of thought: the 

structuraiist, the M-st and the reformid6 Despite varying in their emphases and 

prescriptive capacities, al l  three perspectives accept a common definition of dependency, 

that is, "a situation in which the economy of certain countries is conditioned by the 

development and expansion of another ecowmy to which the former is subjected. The 

relation of interdependence.. .assumes the form of dependence when some countries c m  

expand and be self-sustaining whiîe other countries can only do this as a reflection of that 

expansion.'" 

Dependenrisas divide the world into centdcore (the developed countries) and 

periphery (the underdeveloped countries). 'ïhrough the implementation of a systems 

level of analysis, the dependentîitus argue that the structures developed by the core, 

particularly the world capitalist system and imperiaiism, have served to underdevelop the 

periphery by restricting its autonomy. This restriction of autonomy has economîc, 

political and culturai manifestations, which will be discussed ui greater detail presentiy. 

22 Celso Furtado, "The Concept of Extemal Dependence in the Study of Underdevelopmen~" The Politicai 
Economy of Development and Underdevelopment, ed. Charles Wilber (New York: Random House, 1973), 
pp-118-123, cited in Ronald Chitcote, Theones of Development and Underdevelopment (Lundon: 
Westview Press, 1984), p. 12 1, 

Allahar, p.94. 
'* Gilbert and Haiambidis, p.60. 

ibid., p.70. 
26 
-- This doa  not suggest that dependency was the sole critique ofmoderniwtion. 
27 Theotonio dos Santos, "The Structure of Dependence," American Economic Review 60 May, p.23 1. 



First, penphev markets develop to satisfjr the material needs of the core, as opposed to 

those of the domestic market, Second, trans-national class coalitions emerge in whkh 

there is a coincidence of interests between the periphery's raw material-exporting 

bourgeoisie and the core's industriai bourgeoisie. As a resdt of this coincidence of 

interests, the periphery's political systems are stnichued to facilitate the perpetuation of 

the core's interests, which, in him, creates crises of govemmental legitimacy; there is a 

void of charismatic, legal-rational and perfomance legitimacY? Internaiiy, a situation 

of cultural dependency evolves, by which "an alien reality, reflecting only the patterns 

and interests of domination ofthat society," is imposed on the periphery, providing the 

ciideological support for maintainkg the patterns of dominationy' i~ternally.~ 

In settiing the colonies, the core's primary motivation was economic. The core 

attempted to increase its economic wealth through securing access to sources of cheap 

raw materiais; these raw materials were imported to the core, re~ed/manufactured and 

then resold to captive periphery markets. This, in turn, underdeveloped the penphery 

economy because the periphery's economy evolved in accordance with the centre's 

requirements. The core determined which primary goods would be produced in the 

periphery and theV prices, thereby preventuig economic diversification and the 

development of manufacturing. Ih his book, SocioIogy and the Peripher-y, Anton Ailahar 

contrasted the results of this economic relationship between the core and the periphery, 

. . .a thriving intemal market develops within the centres of 
advanced capitalism. Wages are increased, and the spread of 
commercial activity results in higher dernand for various other 
goods and services, greater economic differentiation. . . Witbin 
the mioing and plantation colonies.. .one f ids  rather backward 
techniques of land cultivation, low levels of technological and 
scientific development, a heavy concentration on raw or 
unnnished agriculhiral and mineral exports, very few centres of 

tB Cubanologist, Jorge Dominguet, has defined performance legitimacy as the widespread beiief that those 
in power a&enact& legislati& reflective of popular demand Jorge Dominguet, Cuba: Beween Order 
and Revolution (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The B e b a p  Press of Harvard University Press, 1978), pp.28- 
30. Max Weber has defmed Iegal legitimacy as "a belief in the 'legaiity' of patterns of normative rules and - - 

the right of those elevaied to author& und& such iules to issue command" i d  charimatic Iegitimacy as 
"devotion to the specific and exceptionai sanctity, heroism or exernplary character of an individual person, 
and of the normative patterns or order revealed ordained by him-" Max Weber, Charisma and Institution 
Buildin (Chicago: ïiie University of Chicago Press, 1968), p-46- 

and Haralambidis, p.2. 



industrial production, and highly labour-intensive methods of 
work?' 

The formation of trans-national class coalitions served to k t h e r  underdevelop the 

penphery. According to the dependennrias, the transplantation of primitive capitalism 

from pre-industrial Spain created a raw matenal 'exporthg bourgeoisie' in Latin 

America, rather than an industrial bourgeoisie. This comprador bourgeoisie's primary 

concem, namely, establishihg foreign markets for its goods, meant that an alliance 

between the periphery's bourgeoisie and that of the core was easily coasolidated, With 

the economic clout of both groups, a highly powerful trans-national class coalition was 

formed in wEch the patterns ofdomination were reazticulated internaUy. 

The political-economic manifestations of this trans-national class coalition 

heightened economic dependency. The periphery government, which was controkd by 

the bourgeoisie, introduced economic policies which fiuthered the interests of the 

exporting class and simuitaneously served to underdevelop the periphery economy. The 

policy of fkee trade provides one such example. The periphery bourgeoisie's desire to 

guarantee access to foreign markets and the core's need to maintain sources of cheap raw 

materials and captive markets for its goods, meant that fkee trade policies were highly 

popular with both groups and, consequently, were fiequently irnplementd However, 

reciprocal trade poiicies impeded economic development in the periphery; diversification 

was hampered as landowners concentrateci on one crop destined for overseas markets, - 

rather than cultivating diversified crops to satisfy the internai market. Further, 

possibilities for the developrnent of maoufachuiag were effectivdy eradicated. Faced 

with unfettered competition fkom overseas producers, which had already achieved 

econornies of scale, many would-be domestic manufacturers decided against entering the 

manufacturing industry. The negative terms of trade of prirnary goods compounded the 

pro blem, increasing economic dependency. 

The manipulation of govemment to perpetuate patterns of domination intemaily 

resulted in a popularly-held negative perception of the state. Government was viewed as 

an instrument of transnationalized bourgeois interests, as opposed to an institutional 

reflection of periphery reality. As such, a void of legitimacy was created in which the 



govemment lacked performance, legal-rationai and charïsmatic Legitimacy and there was 

a disassociation h m  the state. Dependentilstas Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo 

Faietto have Dumrnarized the reiationship between the trans-national class coalitions, the 

state and the reartïculation of patterns of domination i n t e d y ,  as foilows, 

Both the battle between classes and the basic dependency 
relationship fhd in the state a naturat crossroads. The 
contradiction of a state that consthtes a nation without being 
sovereign is the nucleus of the subject matter of 
dependency ... The majority ... come to be looked upon as a 
resource for the accumulation of capital more than as the 
e f f d v e  potential for the creation of a society moddled on its 
own interests. Under these conditions, the state and the nation 
have become separated: alI that is authenticdy popdar, even 
if lacking the character of specific class demands, ha9 come 
under suspicion.. . 3 1 

Dependency Schook of Thoughi 

It was Rad Prebisch's work refûting the economic tenets of modernization theory 

that spawned the earliest school of dependency, structuralism. Although its prescrïptive 

capacity was rejected by numerous Latin Americanists, several scholars took the basic 

theoreticai h e w o r k  of dependency and applied m i r e n t  perspectives. Two more 

schools of dependency theory emerged h m  these Wntings: the Manllst and the 

The stmcturalist school of thought asserted that the primary cause of 

underdevelopment was dectining tenns of trade. Accordingly, the structuraüsts argued 

that in order to overcome dependency, periphery countries wouid have to undergo rapid 

indusnialization. The strategy they proposed was import substitution. Import 

substitution is essentidy the imposition of tariffs on foreign manufactured goods in order 

to encourage domestic producen to enter the market." According to its proponents, the 

strategy is advisable because "the market is already there, and al1 a country's planners 

have to do is ensure that the domestic indus- can compete effectively with the imported 

" Fernando Heruique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Dcpemdenfy and Developrnent in Latin Amerka, trans. 
Maxjory Maitingly Uquidi, (Los Angeles: University o f  Catifornia Press, 1979), pp. 200-20 1. 
31 Malcolm Gillis, et, al., eds., Econornics of Developrnent (New York: W-W- Norton & Company, 1992), 
p.32 1, 



product1'33 However, this stnttegy is widely regarded to have failed in practice. Publicly 

owned indushies were rife with corruption, balance of payments problems arose, 

inappropriate technologies were imported and severe foreign exchange shortages 

resulted? h Mexico, for example, 'Tor every one douar of manufactured good exported, 

Mexico spent sk dollars to import intermediate and capital goods."5 Furthermore, the 

economies remaïneci largely in foreign han&; branch plants pmliferated as corporations 

attempted to surmount the tariff wali? 

It was this prescriptive failure that gave rise to the Manllst and Refom0st schoois 

of dependency. Much of the writiags h m  the M-st schml came out of CESO, the 

Centre of Socio-Economic Studies at the University of Chile in Santiago. This 

perspective, which inchdes the works of such scholars a s  Theotonio dos Santos and 

Andre Gunder Frank, built on the foundations of dependency theory as outluied by the 

structuraiists. However, they incorporated additional facets; their two major 

contributions were the heavy emphases on class-based anaiysis and the role of the world 

capitalist system, and the prescription of socialism to break the cycle of dependency. 

The Marxist dependenn'stus cited the world capitalist system as the primary cause 

of underdevelopment. They rejected suggestions of 'stages of developmen~' stating, 

"underdevelopment is not original or traditional.. .The now developed countnes were 

never underdeveloped, though they may have been ~ndevelo~ed- ' '~~ As with the other 

schools of dependency theory, the Marxists also employed a histoncal anaiysis. M d s t  

dependentista, Andre Gunder Frank, used a systems-level hïstorical approach to iUustrate 

capitalism's negative impact on periphery economies. For example, he posited that when 

the periphery was the least integrated with the world capitalist system, periphery 

economies enjoyed the strongest economic growth? 

33 Gillis, p.65. 
-. 
34 M- Tavares, "The Gmwth and Decline of Impact Substitution in B e l , "  Economic Bulletin For Latin 
Arnerica Vol- 9, No. 1, 1964. 
" John Wamock, The Other Mexico (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1995). p32, 

Osvaldo Sunkel, "Politica nacional de desawoIIo y dependench externa, " Esiudos Internacionnolep Vol. 
1, No- 1, 1967, cited in Cristobal Kay, Latin Arnerican Tlwries of Deveiopment and Underdevelopment 
(London: Routledge, 1989), p.130, 
37 Andre Gunder Frank, 'Thee ~evelo~ment  of Underdevelopment.' Monthly Review 18 Septernber 1966, 
pp. 15- 16, cited in Chilcote, p.86, 
'"id., pp23-30 cited in Chilcote p.87. 



The Marxist degendentistas also heavily emphasized the role of ciass systems in 

fostering underdeveloprnent They posited that the local bourgeoisie is more concemed 

with sa t i smg  foreign markets and forming alliances with foreign capital than in 

fostering domestic developmenf as was made evident by the widespread failure ofimport 

substitution. Further, the Marxists concluded that popuiïst alliances have been unable to 

sustain power because the necessity of preventing a popuiist alliance, which may weaken 

bourgeois control and discourage foreign investment, causes the bourgeoisie to support 

fascist dictatorships aimed at suppressing popuiist movementsts 

As such, the Maaists claimed th& development within the world capitalist system 

was impossible because, in order for the centre to develop under capi ta l i i  (the 

parameters of which are set by the core), the underdevelopment of the penphery is 

required. Accordhgly, the Mancist dependentiisttzs prescribed socialist revo1ution. They 

claimed that it was only through sociakm that the periphery could experience 

development because a total break f?om the world capitalist system was requireà, and the 

only other alternative was farcism. Theotonio dos Santos stated the M-st position 

... the profound Latin Amencan crisis cannot h d  a solution 
within capitalism. Either one advances in a ievoiutionary and 
decîsive manner towards sociaiism and a path of development 
and progress for the vast masses in our countries is opened, or 
one appeals to fascist barbarism, the only alternative able to 
secure the conditions of political sumival for capital for some 
t h e  so that it can continue its dependent development, based 
on the over-exploitation of the workefs, the denationaikation 
of our economies, the exclusion of vast sectors of the petit- 
bourgeoisie, the export adventure in detriment of the 
consumption of the national masses?9 

The ManOst dependency school was the most radical of the three perspectives and 

attracted a great deal of criticism. Its critics claimed that it was "ahistorical," 

ccde teds t ic"  and failed to recognize capitalism's progressive role in Latin America 

Professor Gabriel Palma of the University of London, for example, stated that the Marxist 

dependen tistas "have been unable to see the specincity of [capitalism's] historical 

39 Theotonio Dos Santos, hpenaIikmo y Dependencia (Mexico City: Ediciones Era, 1978), p.47 1, cited in 
Kay, p. 1%. 



progressiveness in Latin America They have therefore thrown out the baby with the 

bathwater.. ." and ". . .contnaued Little to the study of deve~o~ment. '~ 

It was in response to this perspective and the criticism that it provoked that the 

refomiist schwl of dependency theory was fonned. The 1971 publication of Fernando 

Hensique Cardoso's and Enzo Faletto's Dependency and Development in Latin Americo 

laid the foudation for the refonnist perspective, the thkd schooi of dependency thwry. 

The reformist schwl differed h m  the stmcturalist and the Marxist in severai ways. 

First, the refoxmists rejected the 'univdty '  of the Marxist approach, argaing that 

dependency could not be explaineci by the world capitalist system and the domestic class 

structure done? Conespondingly, the reformists recognized the historical specificity of 

the Latin American state, explahhg that, 

to analyze development properIy, we must consider in their 
totality the 'historie specincities,' both economic and social, 
underlying the development processes at the national and 
international levels. Within given structurai situations, we must 
understand the conflict between social movements that are 'set 
in motion' by social classes in developing societies. Our 
approach must examine not ody  structural conditions and the 
ideologies of the social movements, but also their relations and 
their reciprocal detenninatiod2 

In contrast to the other two schools of dependency theory. Faletto and Cardoso 

provided a more optimistic approach, arguing that dependency and development were not 

mutually exclusive and that it was possible for the periphery to increase its autonomy, 

thereby decreasing dependency. They posited that "associated-dependent development" 

could take place in the periphery and pointeci to the high levels of growth achieved by 

various military dictatorships in Latin Amenca as evidence. Further. Cardoso and 

Faletto cited the changing international political equilibrium as a source of opportunity 

for increased autonomy in the penphery. Using the examples of the OPEC crisis, "the 

impossibility of intervening in Afnca" and US. failures in South-East Asia, Cardoso and 

Faletto argued that the international political equilibrium is in a constant state of flux and 

JO Gabriel Palma, "Dependency: A Formal Theory of Underdevelopment or a Methodology for the Analysis 
of Concrete Situations of Underdevelopment?" World Development, 6, L978, p. 904- 
4 1 Cardoso and Faletto, p, 1 73, 

Ibid., p.13. 



that this creates opportunities for the periphery to pursue more autonomist policies43 

Indeed, on page 185 of Dependency and Development in Latin Arnerica, they claimed 

that this dynamic nature of the international system helps to explain "the viability of the 

moderate and mmginally autonomist policies of some peripheral countnes: the 

international politicai qwlibrium has been disrupted, and, as a result, more m m  to 

manoeuvre is open to new political situations in the Third World-" This optimism, 

however, relied heaviiy on the Cold War bi-polar structure; it was the persistent tug-of- 

war between the two superpowers which caused a constantly fluctuating political 

equilibrium. However, with the end ofbi-polarity and the rapid pace of globdkation, 

some of these windows of opportunity are closing. Controls over production are 

increasingly dictated outside the country and infant LDC industries are being forced to 

compete with those which already possess economies of scale. Yet, room for optimism 

remains. While uni-polarity has evolved and neo-liberalkm appears to have 

"triumphed," the international political economy is still mbject to constant fluctuations. 

The formation of regional trading blocs is one source of disequili'brium; the Euopean 

Union is one such example. The case of China provides another example; its tremendous 

military might, combined with its econodc power, is causing some andysts to predict an 

international re-alignment of power. 

Lat, and again in contrast to both the Marxists and the stnicturalists, the 

reforrnists oEered no prescription te eradicate dependency. They perceived neither the 

Marxists' prescription of socialism nor the stnicturalists' recommendation of Unport 

substitution tc be viable solutions to dependency. Rather, they concluded that the 

historical specificity of the state prevented the formulation of any universally applicable 

prescription. 

Con clusion 

As demonstrated above, dependency theoxy provides an effective fhmework for 

an analysis of how the changed international economic order is innuencing Cuba's 

success in pursuing an alternative to the nediberal path and the interna1 tensions and 

" Cardoso and Faieno, p. 184. 
44 ibid,, pp. 213,4-5. 



contradictions that it is producing. Dependency's systems Ievel of analysis facilitates 

study of the international forces ofneo-libdsm, globaiïzation and uni-poIarïty on the 

Cuban political economy. In addition, its focus on unequai power relations is particuidy 

relevant to the Cuban case, as the United States' economic aggression severely limits the 

options available to the Cubaas. Furtheq the reformist perspective's acknowledgement 

of the historicd specincity of the state and its rejection of economic determinïsm are 

particuiarly pertinent to the Cuban case. hdeed, it aids in avoiding the central theoretical 

shortcoming of many recent analyses which have been premised on the erroneous 

supposition that Cuba would necessarily folIow the same path of Eastern Europe 

foilowing the break up of the Soviet Union. 



CHAPTER TWO: PATTERNS OF DEPENDENCY IN 
PRE-REVOLUTIONARY CUBA (1492 TO 1959) 

The 1959 victory of the Cuban Revolution attracted international attention. 

Although it came as a surprise to mmy, it was soon clear that ît was the result of a 

historical process of underdevelopment and arrested autonomy. Foiiowing the 

incorporation of Cuba into the Spanish trading system in the 1700s, the island's economy 

had been persistentîy underdeveloped. Both Spain and the US. had actively constrained 

Cuban sovereignty, manipulating the economy and polity in order to M e r  theü own 

interests. 

As in 1959, understanding of Cuba's curent political economy requires andysis 

of its history of dependent development. Accordingly, this chapter provides a bnef shidy 

of Cuba's underdevelopment fiom 1492 to 1959. It is clear that the decades of Spanish 

and U.S. domination. with a few brief exceptions, resuited in a high degree of economic, 

political and cultural dependency, due primarily to the consbraints placed on Cuban 

autonomy. hdeed, h m  1492 to 1959, Cuba's economy passed through two of the main 

stages of dependent development, namely, colonial dependencyl and 'financial- 

industrial' dePendencym2 

Objective and Format 

- This chapter puts forth the argument that Cuba's polity-and econorny were 

underdeveloped through a history of foreign domination. The results of both Spanish 

and U.S. intervention were the prolifieration of monoculture, the prevention of economic 

diversification and indusûialization. and the evolution of a polity at odds with the Cuban 

political economic milieu. 

In this chapter, 1 attempt to o u t h e  and analyze the foundation of Cuba's 

dependent development and to identify the formation of various patterns. Particular 

In his book, Theories of Development and Underdevelopment, Ronald Chilcote paraphrased dos Santos' 
writings on the three historical foms  o f  dependency, explainhg colonial dependency as the fonn of 
dependency "in which trade monopolies were established over the land, mines, and labour o f  colonial 
societies-" Financial-industrial dependency is characterized by "the domination o f  big capital in the 
hegemonic centers and its expansion abroad." Ronald Chilcote, Theories of  Development and 
Underdevelopment, (Boulder, Colorado: Westview P m ,  1984), p.6 1 - 

Financial-indusm-al dependency is characterized by "the domination of big capital in the hegemonic 
centers and its expansion abroad," Ibid, 



attention is paid to the nse of sugar monoculture, the role of Spain and the US- in the 

island's politicai evolution, and the intemal class system. In order to facilitate this 

analysis, I have divided the chapter into the followuig five periods: colonial dependency 

(1492 to 1749), the transition to financial-industrial dependent development (1 750 to 

1 878), fiom S panish to U.S. domination (1 878 to 1 SW), independence without 

sovereignty (1896 to1920) and, M y ,  a Revolutionary response to dependency (1920 to 

1959). 

1492 tu 1749: From lnward-Iooking Development to Colonid Depenkncy 

In senling Cuba, the Spanish sought to secure a strategic stronghold to protect the 

mineral riches of Mexico and Perm Because the island did not offer mineral wealth 

comparable to other Spanish colonies, Cuba's population remained very small and 

developed a rather insula. nature? This isolation had economic conseqwnces in that a 

relatively inward-lookhg pattern of development emerged in which most criolld 

pursued diversified agriculture in order to satistjr the domestic market, allowing the 

foundation to be laid for the development of an intemal market. However, a pattern of 

colonial dependent development evolved in the early 17ûûs, when the Spani-sh crown 

Iooked to Cuba as a source of income. As a result, the development of the intemal 

market was arrested and agriculturai diversification was suspende& 

The onset ef the first halfof the eighteenth cenhiry dramatically al& Cuba's 

pattern of economic development when the Spanish incorporated the Cuban economy 

into its trading system. The Spanish acted as 'trade intermediaries,' forbidding d inter- 

Amencan trade. Aided by the creation of monopolies, they purchased goods fkom the 

colonies at artificially low prices, rebed them in Spain and then resold them to Europe 

and other colonies at substantialiy higher pices! Consequently, Cuba's autonomous 

A small group of  familia controiled approximately 100 plantations. Uniike most of the Caribb*ui*s 
plantation owners, few ever visited Spain and fewer still held hopes of returning to Spain- Leslie Bethell, 
Cubx A Short History (New Y o k  Cambridge University Press, 1993), p.4, 
' A crïollo is defined as "a white born in the Spanish knerican empire-" A peninsular is defmed as "a white 
born in Europe who later came to [Spankh Akirca]." E Bradford Burns, Latin Amenca: A Concise 

- -- - 

Interpretive History (Englewood Clif%, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1994), pp.350-35 1. 
' Unlike the other Caribbean plantation owners who exporteci the vast majority of their produce, only 10 
ger cent of Cuban crops were exponed Ibid 

Jorge Gilbert and Vassilis Haralmbidis, Economic and Cultural Dependence in Latin Amenca (Toronto: 
Two Thirds Editions, 1984)- p-26- 



economic deveIopment was constrained, as  key economic decisions were made outside 

the country. The Spanish government detemiined what to produce, how much to produce 

and at what prices products would be sold. 

In order to ensun access to raw materials at below-market prices, the Spanish 

employed a variety of methods; one of the more successful was the establishment of 

monopolies. One obvious example is tobacco. When tobacco production began to prove 

lucrative in the early 17003, the Spanish cmwn intervened and established a monopoly, 

the Factoda de Tabacos. The Spanish govemment decreed Cuban tobacco leaves could 

be sold to no other entity than the Factoda- Conseqywtly, the Factorr'a de Tabacos was 

able to set a below-market price for C u b a  tobacco l e m ,  which were exported to Spain 

to be reked and subsequently sold to Europeans at a price ten tirnes that which had been 

paid to the Cuban producers.' Thus, the Spanish secured a cheap source of tobacco and 

were able to transfer the value-added content to spain! Ih 1740, the Factonia was 

replaced by the Royal Company of Commerce. The Company was created to extend 

Spain's monopolistic control to include sugar and hides. In addition, the Royal Company 

of Commerce was made the chief importer, M e r  stifling economic development. Not 

oniy were Cuban-produced goods purchased at artificially low pnces, but Cubans were 

aiso charged grossly inflated prices for imports, including those goods necessary for 

sugar and tobacco cultivatioi~~ 

These policies had highiy detrimental effects on the Cuban economy. The - 
manipulation of Cuba's economy e f f i v e l y  cut off any potential for diversification, re- 

investment in the domestic economy and manufacturing. The high prices charged for 

irnports and the low prices paid for Cuban-produceci go& significantly reduced the 

Cuban fatmers' profit margins and thus limited re-investment in the economy. Further, 

the input of value-added content in Spain, rather thau Cuba, decreased the potential for 

diversification and manufacturing because spin-off industries were unable to develop. 

Indeed, the economy soon came to typ* the colonial pattern of dependency, in which 

"one f i d s  rather backward techniques of land cultivation, low levefs of technological and 

7 Bethell, p.4. 
Louis A, Pérez, Cuba: Betweea Refonn and Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988) 

gp J 1-52. 
Ibid., p.42. 



scientinc development, a heavy concentration on raw or unfinished agriculhiral and 

mineral exports, very few centres of industrial production, and highly labour-intensive 

methods of w~dr."'~ 

As with other Spanish colonies, a relatively rigid class system evolved At the top 

of the class structure were the Spanish-bompeniltsuimes, the majority of whom were 

merchants and goveniment officials. '' The cri0220 elite, predominantly wealthy mine 

ownexs, sugar planters, cattle ranchers and tobacco farmers, comprised the second mg. ' 2  

Third was the cri0120 upper middle clas, the salaried professionals and tobacco and 

coffee fanners.I3 Fourth on the class sale  were the membecs of the military, followed by 

1abourersL4 Fifth were the fke Afro-Cubans and, Iast, were the slaves." As 

Cubanologist, Luis P é m  noted, Tuban society was divided by class and colour. The 

lines crossed fiequently. ... .but this is not to suggest) that they were crossed e q d y  fÎeely 

by aii parties or that such crossing challenged the premises upon which they had been 

const~cted.''~~ 

The criollo elite and the peniniulares formed an measy alliance. The criollos 

relied on thepeniltsulares to market their goods and to provide them with imports, and 

the pensinsulares needed the planters' produce to sell. Accordingly, both groups were 

united in their support of slavexy. h addition, the p e n i d a r e s  were the main source of 

loans. This alliance, however, was highly tenuous. The cri0220 elite resented the 

artificidy low prices paid for criollo produce, the high prices charged for imports and 

the exorbitant interest rates charged by thepeninsuIares for loans. Furthemore, the 

criollo elite objected to thepeninnclares' control of the political sphere; criollos were 

excluded from public office and, consequently, h m  economic decision-making. '' The 
creole middle class, on the other hanQ was opposed to Spanish d e  and thus resented the 

planters' (the criollo elite) demmds for refonn and thepenimIares ' support for Spanish 

Io Anton Allahar, Sociology and tbc Periphexy (Toronto: Garamond Press, L995), p.11 L. " Pérez, p.93. 
l2 Ibid., p.93 
l3  Ibid., p.94. 
l4 Ibid., p.95. 
lS Beginning in the 1500s, slaves were bmught over h m  to work on Cuban plantations. 
l6 Pérez, p.92. 
'' Ibid., p-94- 



administrati~n.'~ Correspondingly, they were generalIy anti-slavery since they viewed it 

as the "system upon which restesi the privilege and prosperity of local elite~."'~ In 

addition, the creole middle c las  was staunchly anti-penimIur because they viewed the 

Spanish immigrants as unwanted competition for employment and because of the 

exorbitant prices charged by Spanish retailers to the crïollo s m d  fanners. 

Although the creoles objected to penindar dominauce over Cuba's politics, 

govemment had a very lunited d e  on the island and was essentially contheci to 

administrative duties- In con- to the other Spanish colonies of Mexico and Pem, the 

island experienced Little political intervention h m  or contact with Spain. Further, 

political decisions were required to be appmved by the Viceroy in Mexico, who was 

weeks away, and the local representatives lacked both decision making authority and 

public recognition?' Local Cuban officiais were poorly paid and gr& was rampant; 

govemment was viewed as a means to enrich oneseif2' 

1 750 to the Ten Yeam War (1868 - 1878): me Transition to Fihanciall-nrlirstriul 
Dependent Deyelopment 

The second half of the eighteenth cenniry proved to be another tuming point in 

Cuba's economic development; the island's economy began the transition fiom a colonial 

to a financial-industrial pattern of dependent development. The previous monopolistic 

control of trade was replaced with more liberai trading policies, opening up the island's 

economy to foreign interests and, accordingiy, facilitating U.S. economic penetration of 

the island. U.S. control over the means of production increased, a high trading partner 

concentration with the U.S. began, and various economic reforms were instituted to 

ensure that Cuba remained a source of cheap raw materïals, primariiy sugar, and a captive 

market for U.S. goods. Also notable was the rapid growth of sugar monoculture, which 

helped Iimit the development ofthe internai economy. 

In 1762, during the Seven Years Wu, the British navy occupied the port of 

Havana Although British mie was brief ( les  than one year), the British instituted a 

" Pérez, p.95. 
l9 hi&, p.95. 
'O Bethell, p.4. 
" ibid., p.4. 



variety of far-reaching reforms- Most importantiy, they Iifted trade restrictions- As a 

result, merchants poured in h m  aii over the world, enabling Cubans to purchase 

manufactureci goods at very low p r i c e ~ . ~  These Liberai trading policies also affectcd the 

slave trade; the British lifted the quota on slaves, aiiowing slaves to be sold at prices 

much lower than under Spanish nile? 

When the British withdrew h m  the island and the Spanish regaineci control, the 

criollos demanded that Spain institute similar policies of reciprocal tradeF4 The Spanish 

goverment cornplieci with tbese requests, removùig several restrictions on trade, 

including limits on the number of slaves that were ailowed to be brought hto cubaU 

The r d t s  of these reforms were ciramatic, 

Most notably, withi.  twenty years of the enactment of these reforms, Cuba was 

transformeci h m  a somewhat diversifid and self-sufficient agriculhual economy to 

sugar monocultureture The rise of sugar monoculture, however, was also due to various 

extemal factors, including the British impa of iess expensive slave labour, the success 

of the US. and Haitian Revolutions, low international coffee prices and the decision to 

allow foreign nationals to purchase property in Cuba The success of the US- Revolution 

meant that trade could be carried out without British inte~ention*~ and the devastation of 

Haitti's sugar plantations, brought about during its Revolution, left a void for Cuba to fiii 

as the sugar bowl of the regioa2' h addition, the drop in international coffee prices 

caused many Cuban coEee plantation oumers to make a rapid transition to sugar 

cultivation? Further, the Spanish govemmeat's decision to aUow foreign nationals to 

own property in Cuba not only increased monoculture, as Americans and Bntish, in 

particular, bought and consolidated smdi sugar plantations, but also increased the 

repatriation of profit back to the core. Moreover, Cuban autonomy was restricted, as 

nationalistic policies became less feasible due to the increased iikelihood of foreign 
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interferen~e.2~ The output ofsugar almost aipled fiom 1762 to 1792, Ulcreasing fkom 

5,500 tonnes to 16,000 tonnes." Correspondhgly, the average size of sugar plantations 

more than doubled during the same penod and the amount of acreage devoted to sugar 

cane cultivation increased 16 fold over thirty years, rising h m  10,000 acres in 1762 to 

160,000 acres in 1792:' 

The Cuban econotny's move towards export-led sugar monoculture impeded the 

development of an internai market Fust, the move to sugar monoculture Ieft the 

econorny vulnaable to fluctuations in world market prices. UnliLe manufactured goods, 

whose prices are relatively constant, prices of agrïcultural products fluctuate according to 

such uncontrollable and udoreseeable factors as inclement weather. The mpredictability 

of these price fluctuations impedes co~ntries' abilities to undatalce development plans 

because they cannot make adequate forecasts of their future economic citcumsbnces. 

Second, unWre manufactureci goods, raw materials are subject to declinhg temis of trade. 

Thirci, expansive amounts of land are needed to cultivate sugar and the harvest p e n d  is 

a mere four monthd2 According to au*, Carlos Franqui, this idle tirne and land usage 

raulted in the %suse of energy, labour and arable land''33 Cubanologist, Luis Pérez, 

has summed up the effects of the increasing sugar monoculture writing, 

. . .sugar production expanded rapidly during these years, in the 
place of other fonns of agriculture, in lieu of other forms of 
production. Tt served as a powerful centripetal force in the 
local economy; it concentrateci capital, consolidated land, 
consumai labour. It was inimicai to diversification, and almost 
everything else. As Cuba moved inexoraôly toward 
monoculture in the eighteenth century, dependenc on ùnports 
- foodstuffs, clothing, manufactures - increased.. . 5 

The connection between sugar and dependence was made further evident during 

the Ten Years War. M e r  wresting control of the war nom the exporthg bourgeoisie, the 

Cuban rnambkes decreed a halt to al i  sugar production and later bumed sugar plantations 

Cuban govemment f e a d  provoking foreign investors into seeking foreign intervention in order to secure 
their investments, This fear was not unfounded; ùi 192 1, the US, military landed in Santiago at the request 
of US. mil1 owners fearfül of insurrections- '' Pémz, p.6 1. 
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and rnills, in an attempt to end foreign control, sugar monoculture and extemal 

development, and to reinforce the importance of land reform. The sugar production 

capacity of several anas was decimated; ninety-four percent of Holguin's sugar miils 

were destroyed, ninety-nine percent ofSantiago de Cuba's mills were demolished, two 

thirds of Guines' d l s  were ruined and al i  ofBayamoYs miils were devastated? 

The brief British d e  of the island aiso set the stage for increased U.S. economic 

penetration, a9 the British permitted U.S. ships to land at c u b a ,  ports?6 When the 

Spanish regained control of the island, they were not able to stop the already highiy 

developed Cuban4J.S. trade. Cubanologist, Anton Ailahar, for example, noted t&at 

". . .even ifthe legal trade couid have been stopped, there was no official rernedy to 

counter the highiy developed charnels of contraband activities? Accordingly, Spain 

relaxed its control of inter-American trade, and aiiowed close commercial relations 

between the U.S. and Cuba to develop." These economic refonns. coupled with the 

growing strength of the US. economy and its geographical proximity, facilitated the 

United States' increased presence in Cuban economic aud politicai affairs. Cuba's 

trading partner concentration with the United States increased substantidiy over this 

period and, by 1798, more sugar was sold to the U.S. than to any other country.39 The 

economic implications of increasing trade with the U.S. were seen in 1807 when two 

thirds of Cuba's sugar crops remained unsold because the United States refused to trade 

with Cuba, plunging the economy into recession. Furthennote, the political impact of the 

U.S.'s position as Cuba's largest trading partner was evident by 1808, when the United 

States government made the first of a series of offers to purchase the island fkom spain? 

The evolution of the Cuban class system and its impact on the Cuban economic 

development deserves mention here, particularly because of its relevance to the criollos ' 

demands for free trade. M e n  the Spanish first began to settle in Cuba, Spain had not yet 

begun the early processes of industrialbation, as other Western European countries had. 
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Rather than embarking on their own industriakation process, through the normal 

progression of capitalism, the Spanish were able to tum instead to trade intennediation as 

a source of weaith. The resuit was that the capitaiism transported to Cuba was a 

'>rimitive ~a~italism,'"~ because the Cuban bourgeoisie was primarily comprised of 

plantation ownen and fanners rather than industrialists? Correspondingly, a trans- 

national class coalition was easiiy f o d  between the core's industrial bourgeoisie and 

the periphery's comprador bourgeoisie. The c d  for fiee trade by the comprador 

bourgeoisie ïiiusttated the coincidence of interests between the two groups. In 

demanding reciprocal trade, the Cuban bourgeoisie's principal goal was the establishment 

of s e c d  access to core markets. The core, on the other hand, cded for fke  trade in 

order to ensure that the island would continue to be a captive market for its mdactured 

goods and a cheap source of raw maîerials. The events that unfolded foIlowing trade 

liberalization, namely, the developrnent of the Cuban economy according to extemai 

demand and the resuhnt decreased ~e~sufficiency and increased foreign economic 

penetration, fostered the island's ~nderdevelo~ment*~ 

PoliticaUy, Cubans also exhibited a high degree of internai dependency. Simply 

put, the Spanish managed to cultivate a dependency mentaiity in the m h g  class of 

Cubans, that is, a belief that they were unable to govern themselves. They were 

successfiil to such an extent that the Spanish referred to Cuba as "the ever faithfûi 

island.'" In the years leading up to the 10 Years Waq tfme principal political groups 

emerged: those who sought more political fieedom and equai rights for creoles and 

peninmlares, embodied in the Reformist Party, those who opposed any political or 

" Iorge Gilbert and Vassilis Haralambidis, Economïc and Cultural Dependence in Latin America (Toronto: 
Two Thirds Editions, 1984). 
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economic change, embodied in the Partido Incondicional Espu50l. and those who 

supported annexation to the U.S- Both the Reformists and the annexationists were 

comprised of creole planters, while those who argued for the maintenance of Spanïsh nile 

over the island were largelypeninsulares? 

Above aii, the Cuban bourgeoisie feared self-government because o f f  e large 

numbers of slaves that were living on the island. Landowning Cubaas were reluctant to 

press for political autonomy because of their fears of a Haitian-type slave revolt. The 

Spanish had fostered such fears through the imposition of quotas on the irnport of slaves 

in the name of preventing the c 4 ~ c ~ t i o n y ' o f ~ u b a 4 6  The Cuban plantation owners 

womed that without Spain's sizeable anny, they would be unable to suppress a slave 

uprising. It was also this desire to maintain slavery which spurred the exporting 

bourgeoisie's c d  for annexation to the US. The Spanish govemment's decree that the 

slave trade was to be made iilegal caused many plantation owners to reject Spanish rule 

and to tum instead to the United States for annexation, M e r  t e s t m g  to the cultivation 

of a 'dependency mentality' in that independence was viewed as a Iast resort. The lure 

of annexation proved to be sizeable as various organizations, such as the Club de la 

Habana, were formed by influentid landowners to fûrher the cause ofannexatiod7 It 

was only the U S  govemment's prohibition of slavery, foliowing the US. Civil War and 

the "hericanization" of the newly annexai states of Mexico, that diminished the 

exporting bourgeoisie's c d  for aanexation~' - 
The events which unfolded during the k t  war for independence highlighted 

Cubans' high level of intemal dependence. The Spanish govemrnent's dissolution of the 

Junta de Infornacion, a political body set up to appease the creole elite, and the 

suspension of political fieedoms," coupled with the introduction of a new round of taxes 

and economic recession, culminated in the declaration of Cuban independence?* 

However, a deep divide formed within the Cuban r&. While the Eastern halfof the 

island supported independence, the weaithy criollo planter elite in the Western haif of the 
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island refusai to support a total break with Spain, fearing the mambkes would establish a 

'black ~ e ~ u b l i c . ' ~ ~  As a result of t h .  dissension, the mombLFes were unable to spread the 

War to the Western halfof the country. The Wa ended in 1878 with the Spanish defeat 

of the r n a m b h  and the signing of the pact of Zanjon, in which Spah cornmitteci to 

numerow political refomis, 

1878 tu the Second War of Indipen&nce: Frorn Spankh to IXS Domination 

The 10 Years War had two contradictory effects on the island; economic 

dependence increased while internai dependence d e c r e d  In f a f  the trends that were 

established during the prwious period, those ofhigh Ievel economic penetration by the 

US. and a high trading partner concentration, became even more pronouncd In the 

poiitical reah, however, there were no caiis made for amexation and there was stmng 

support for self-government. Moreover, slavery was progressively curtailed, culminating 

in the prohibition of slavery in 1886. 

Contrary to the mmblFes desimi effect, the burning of the sugar plantations and 

mills set the stage for increased U.S. penetration of the sugar industry. Many Cuban 

landowners sufZered massive financial Iosses due to the destruction of their property and 

were subsequently forced into bankniptcy. " The extension of credit to Cuban 

plantation-owners at extraordinarily high interest rates fiirther augmented US. control of 

the sugar industry. Unable to meet paymentson their debt, many Cubans lost their land 

when US. corporations foreclosed on the plantations.s3 Indeed, by 1895, the old 

plantation ownuig families comprised less than 20 per cent of mill owners while U.S. 

corporations, such as the United Fruit Company, rapidly gained control of the majonty of 

Cuban d s  and created massive plantations through coosolidati~n~~ 

This period was also marked by an increasing trade partner reliance on the US. 

This was primarily due to the nse in sugar beet production in Europe. As the European 
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demand for Cuban sugar decreased, the United States became the largest buyer of Cuban 

sugar, 55 

Intemaiiy, the pattem of dependence dtered dramatically. First, attitudes towards 

slavery and Cuba's M c a n  population changed; slavery was strongly curtded and 

eventuaiiy outlawed in 1886, and atternpts were made to encourage Ah-Cuban 

participation in the independence movernent? These changes were due to a variety of 

factors, including the participation ofAfi.0-Cubans in the war for independence and the 

The renewal of c d s  for self-government, coupled with the absence of caIls for 

annexation to the US, provide M e r  &dence of decreased interna1 dependency. 

Indeed, foliowhg the Treaty of ZanjOn, three clear political groups emerged: those who 

advocated a lirnited f o m  of independence, those who proposed the maintenance of the 

status quo, and those who supported complete independence. The Partido Libeml 

Autonomista, comprised mostly of wealth land-ownhg cn'oZIos, emerged as the main 

proponent of refom. They advocated home d e  and &ee trade, but wanted continued ties 

to the Spanish crowa." The main political body of those who opposed any break with 

Spain was the Pariido Uni& Constitucional. The Party was overwhelmingly peninsular 

and was comprised of merchants, professionals, traders and govemment officiais. Later, 

in 1892, the famous Cuban p e t  and author, José Marti, fomed the Cubm Revolutionary 

Party (CRI?), which sought complete independence h m  Spain and whose membership 

was primarily composed of "petit bourgeois elements, the impoverished gentry, an 

expatriate proletariat, blacks and peasants.'J8 The main goal of the CRP was to "'act as 

the principal unifnng agent and [to] provide objectives mund  which to organize ail 

secton of the independence ~novement."~ 

It was José M d ' s  Party, combined with the Autonornists' fiutration over the 

penin~ularps ' politicai control and the economic crisis, which spurred the second Cuban 

war for independence. Marti arranged for uprisings to take place simultaneously al1 over 
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the country. The uprïsïngs began on February 2 4 ~ ?  1895 and the Cubans were quickly 

successfd in capturing the Eastern part of the island- A constitution was drafted and a 

rebel govemment was set up which declared itselfto be the govexnxnent of the Republic 

of cuba? 

Despite their early success, the mmbkes ran into dficulty in the Western halfof 

the island when Spain sent in re-inforcement troops under the guidance of General 

Weyler. The United States soon took advantage of this impasse. The US. seized 

Santiago de Cuba and broke all contact with Cuban leaders, rehing to recognize the 

rebel government6L Months later, on December loh, the War was brought to an end 

when a Peace Treaty was signed between the United States and Spain without any Cuban 

representatives present62 

1898 tu 1920: h&pen&nce WZthout Sovereipty 

The 1898 Peace Treaty essentially transferred control of b o t -  the island's polity 

and economy h m  Spain to the US., and gave rise to one of the most severe patterns of 

extemal and intemal dependence in Cuba's history. Luis PCrez explaineci the 

contradictory results of the Second War ofIndependence, writing, Tubans had achieved 

self-government without ~e~determination and independence without ~overe i~nty-"~~ 

Internally, the level of dependence reached new heights, and the period gave rise 

to what has been termed the cTlattist mentality." Indeed, Cuban sovereignty was actively 

undemiined. The U.S. established its political supremacy over the islad, the Cubans' 

capacity to shape their political foundations was severely limite& the Cuban govemment 

suffered crises of legitimacy and Cubans succumbed to cultural dependency, questionhg 

theu ability to govern thernselves. 

The U.S. formally seized power of Cuba on January lSt7 1899. Officids 

imrnediately began assessing the island's 'readiness' for self-government and quickly 

determined that the results were overwhelmingly negative. Both m i l i m  and political 
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officials declared Cubans incapable of self-government, Gened Samuel Young declared 

that Cubans were ""a lot of degenerates, absolutely devoid of honour or gratitude. They 

are no more capable of self-government than the savages of Afkica9" This position was 

echoed in 1900 by Govemor Generai Leonard Wood, who remarked, T h e  only people 

who are howling for self govemment, are those whose antecedents and actions 

demonstrate the impossibifïty of s e ~ ~ o v e m m e n t  at present"65 Given these concerns, the 

US. government sought to manipulate the results of upcoming elections. From the US. 

viewpoint, only the landowning c l a s  had any hope of leading responsible govemment, 

since its interests were largely in line with those of the US. Accordiagiy, when the U.S. 

govemment deemed the isiand ready for elections, it ef fdvely  guaranteed the outcome 

by setthg both the timing and terms for the elections, and most importantly, Iuniting the 

number of those eligiile to vote to a mere 5 per cent of the 

Despite the U.S. manipulation of the electoral process, pro-Cuban candidates 

were highly successful, capturing the majority of the seats in govemment67 However, 

these nationalistic representatives quickly had their power c d e d  when the US 

govemment demanded that a constitutional convention be held the following year? 

The Cuban Constitution, drafted in 1901, enshrined the imp&alistic relationship 

between the United States and Cuba. First, the US. govemment entrenched its political 

supremacy over the island by meam of the Platt Amendment, attached to the Cuban 

Constitution in 1901.- Second, the U.S. restrained Cuban sovereignty by preventïng the 

Cubans fiom laying their own political foundation. Instead, political structures refiective 

of U.S. political prïnciples were constnicted As noted by Cubanologist, Rafael TarragO, 

"'the institutions of the Republic were not designeci to soiïdify independence, but to 

prepare for ar~nexation-'*~ 

nie Platt Amendment enshrined US. control over both the island's foreign and 

domestic affàirs. Indeed, Article 1 of the Amendment explicitly gave the U.S. control 

over Cuba's extemal aff*, stating, 'The Govemment of Cuba s h d  never enter into any 
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treaty or other compact wwi any foreign powers.. ." Similarly, the Cuban govemment's 

authorïty to preside over its own domestic &kirs was l imite Article III stated, "the 

Govemment ofcuba consents that the United States may exercise the right to uitervene 

for the preservation of Cuban independence, the maintenance of a govenunent adequate 

for the protection of We, property and individual liberty.. ." In a teiiïng move, this 

Amendment was ratifieci by a majority ofelected Cuban of fi ci al^?^ 
The provisions of the Cuban Constitution merit attention. Politicai scientist, F.F. 

Ridley. has stated that ''having a constitution.. .is a matter of seKrespect; no state is 

properly dressed without"" hdeed, various political commentators have claimed that a 

constitution structures the poiity in accordance with the principles held by the populace, 

writing, "a Constiîution does not merely provide for the means of settiing present 

disputes, it is a legal gannent that reveals the values that we hold.. ."* and fiiaher that 

ccConstituti~~al design.. .is an act of politicai creation, an attempt to translate politicai 

principles into actuai institutions of government" Accorduiglyy the Cuban 

Constitution of 1901 shodd have been rdective of Cuba principles and a source of 

national pride. 

If an analysis of the Cuban Constitution was conducted in accordance with the 

above defitions, it would have to conclude that Cuban values and political principles 

were identical to those held in the United States. since the island's politicai foundation, 

its Constitution, mirrored that of the U.S. Indeed, the U.S. govemment attempted to set - 
the fiamework for the development of a polity similar to its own because of its concems 

about Cubans' capacity for self-government. For example, as with the US. Constitution, 

the Cuban Constitution provided for three branches of govemment, which were ai i  to 

serve as checks and balances on each-other, and emphasized individual liberties rather 

than social reform. The difference between the 1901 and 1940 Constitutions makes 

evident the conflict between the 190 1 Constitution and actual Cuban political ideais. In 
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contrast to the 1901 Constitution, which focused on individual hierties, the 1940 

Constitution facused on social reform; the 1940 document provided for land reform, a 

minimum wage, pensions and the right to strike, universai sufnage and free elections." 

The fate of the Carlos Manuel de Céspeâes govemment m e r  illustrates the divergence 

between the 190 1 Constitution and actuai Cuban principles. For example, according to 

one account, the de Céspedes govemment was brought d o m  over "Céspedes's reha l  to 

abrogate the 190 1 Constitution, which was regardai as too closely modeled after the 

United States Constitution and ill-adapted to Cuba's cultural mi lie^^"^ 
The necessity of obtaining U.S. approvai of the govemment in power, and the 

U.S. govemment's enshnned Rght to intervene shouid any govemment prove 

unsatisfactory, not only serïously constrained Cubans' ability to enact legislation 

autonomously, but also made the polity highly unstable and volatile- The threat of US. 

intervention became a p o w d  toot for the opposition, and one which was fkquently 

employd Vïxtualiy every opposition party called for U.S. intemention over charges of 

alieged corruption against the govemment in power. For example, the insurrections led 

by the opposition parties and their demands for U.S. intervention caused the US. armed 

forces to intemene in 1906, 1912,1917,1922 and 1933? 

As a result of ail of these factors, the Cuban govemment suffered h m  a severe 

crisis of legitimacy. As Dominguez noted, even a basic charismatic legitimacy was 

lacking. The leaders who had enjoyed populiu support and were linked to Cuba's 

independence movement, such as national hemes, José Marti and Antonio Maçeo, were 

dead. The leadership void was M e r  compounded by the fact that any elected president 

required U.S. govemment approval, thus Lunitirtg potential nationalistic popular appeal. 

Similarly, the govemment also lacked legai legitimacy. Legai legitunacy has 

been denned as the widespread recognition that govemment officials are in power 

"because the procedures under which they have reached office are widely accepted as 

appropriate."" W e  Cubanologist, Jorge Dominguez, has cfaimed that the govemment 

enjoyed a relatively high degree of legal legitimacy, due to the fact that officials were 
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elected in accordance with the Constitution, thîs assertion is highly questionable. First, 

the very Constitution itselftacked legitimacy since it was drafted according to US. 

demands and to legitimize and facilitate US. intervention. Second, the electoral process 

was shrouded in charges of corruption and interfmnce by US. officiais. Indeed, 

examples of corruption abound For example, in 19 l6,8ûû,OOO Cubans were registered 

on the voting list However, in the 1919 census, it was revealed that only 477,786 

Cubaos were actualiy eligible to vote? The ovawheiming number ofamnesties and 

presidential pardons that were awarded fûrther illustrates the prevalence of corruption; 

presidential pardons averaged 30 per month under various presidencies?9 Sirnilarly, the 

constant switching between the Ll'beral and Conservaive Parties suggests a ~ v o l o u s  

approach to politics. For example, in three elections, one hmdred percent of the re- 

elected House of Representaîives members had switched parties!' In the Senate, this 

figure peaked at one hundred percent, and later at eighty-three percent8L A former 

president of the House of Representatives, José G o d e s  Lanuza, remarked, ''there is 

nothing more conservative than a Liberal and vice versad2 Moreover, when the U.S. 

government was displeased with the resuits of elections, it uccasionaiiy chose to depose 

the govemment or to rewrite the elections. For example, in 1919, fearful of a repeat of 

the 19 16 elections in which there was widespread corruption, the U.S. military conducted 

a census of the island and rewrote the election ~ a w . ~ ~  It was decided that U.S. o b s e n e ~  

would oversee elections and when the 1921 elections also experienced high levels of 

hud, the US. govemment decreed that new elections would be held in select ridings." 

Last, the Cuban govemment also suffered h m  a lack of pediormance legitimacy. 

Indeed, the Cuban govemment made Little attempt to regulate the econorny. It had no 

control over the money supply, as W.S. cmency was used thughout the island, and was 

subject to so much intervention that any protective economic measures were viewed to be 

unfeasible. A case in point was the government's failure to protect Cuban landowners 
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following the end of the Spanish American War. Unabie to aid the desperate plantation 

owners through the introduction of various policies, such as  tax exemptions, subsidies or 

Io-, the planter class pIunged into bankruptcY?* According to Luis Pérez, this inaction 

was the result of U.S* dominance, 

the United States seized control of govemment, appmpriated 
the means of poky formulation and enforcement, controlled 
the collection of revenues, and determined the dïsbursement of 
public h d s .  ms] meant that the only source capable of 
providing the fiaancial support sufficient to Save the Lauter 
class was beyond the control of the Creole bourgeoisie. St! 

Another example is the lack o f  ùiflastncture investment that was undertaken by the 

government Whereas other Latin American countnes, such as Chile, were undertaking 

ambitious public works programs, the Cuban government lefi this domain open to US. 

corporations. 

The US'S political dominance over the island was easily translateci into 

economic dependence, intemiQing the thcw trends which secured Cuba's economic 

dependence, namely, US. economic penetration, trade partner concentration and sugar 

monoculture. 

One observer claimed that the peace treaty %as formulated by North American 

leaders, who, upon undermining the sovereignty of the Cuban republic, sought to 

establish more stringent measures of control for the benefit of promoting North Amencan - - 
capital invest~nents.'~' Indeed, by 1899, U.S. nmis controlled the vast majority of public 

utilities, tobacco, minerals and r a i l ~ a ~ s ? ~  Similarly, the Constitution assureci the U.S. 

government that no nationalistic legislation wouid be enacted. Not surprisingiy, U.S. 

investment in the island rose dramaticaliy. Between 19 1 1 and 1925, investment 

increased five fol4 fkom USSUS million to USSl A billion.89 Not only was US. 

economic penetration aidedby foreign investment-fiendly legislation, but the volatility 

of the intemationai sugar market forced most Cuban mill owners out o fb~s iness .~  
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Consequently, with Iittle competition fÏom Europe, owïng in large part to the First World 

War, US. corporations were able to purchase and consolidate large sugar milis. 

The 1903 and 1934 Reciprocity Treaties served to fsilitate and strengthen US. 

economic penetration, trade partner concentration and sugar monoculture more than any 

other legislation. hdeed, analysts such as Jorge Dominguez have noted that the 1903 and 

1934 Treaties, '6ùistitutionaiized Cuba's economic openness to the US. and its dependent 

position.'"1 Moreover, U.S. officiais themselves made the intentions of the Reciprocity 

Treaties explicit when they stated that their goals were to %store North American 

primacy in Cuba's foreign commerce.. ." and to " ...gi ve [the U.S.] practicai controi" of 

the Cuban 

Under the 1903 Treaty, the U.S govemment agreed to reduce the tarifEs on Cuban 

sugar by 20 per cent and the Cubans reduced the tarifn on imported U.S. items by 20 to 

40 per cent, affecthg a great many more US. goods than Cuban. Similady, under the 

t e m s  of the 1934 Reciprocity Treaty, the U.S. lowered tariffi on just 35 Cuban products, 

whereas the Cuban govemment lowered tariffs on 426 items h m  the u.s.~~ These 

Agreements resulted in a higher degree of trade partner reliance. Cuba's trade 

vulnerability index rose steadily following each ~reaty? 

The most detrimental impact of the Reciprocity Agreements was that they served 

to increase sugar monoculture and to choke off any diversification or industnalization. 

With preferential treatment in the huge U.S. market and a Lunit on the amount of-rehed 

sugar that was allowed to be exported to the U.S., the Cuban economy focused on the 

export of unrefïned sugar. " Sugar came to account for 80 per cent of Cuba's exporis, 

almost all of which was exported to the U.S. In fact, foilowhg the 1903 Treaty, sugar 

production doubled every decade? 

Self-sufficiency, diversification and industrialization were rendered virtually 

impossible. Opportunities for domestic infant industries to be built were effectively 

'' Domuiguez, p.60. 
P2 Bethe14 p.64. 
" Domuigum, p.60. 
94 Ibid, p.70. 
95 The 1903 Agreement added an 8 per cent duty on rcfïned sugar and the 1934 Trcaty Iimited refmed sugar 
to 22 per cent of total sugar imports, 
% Dominguez, p23. 



eradicatd The Cuban market was swamped with cheap US. manufactured goods nom 

companies which had benefitted fiom policies of protectionism and had consequently 

been able to achieve economies of scale. As such, there was little incentive for domestic 

infmt industries to develop, since they could not withstand the cornpetition fimm U.S. 

producers. 

Thus, the years following the Spanish Amencan War established an imperialistic 

and dependent relationship between Cuba and the United States. A pattern of internai 

and extemal dependence resulted in which the US- had the righî to intervene in Cuban 

domestic and extemal affiairs, and in which the poiitical foundations were formed to 

facilitate this intervention, rather than to satisf/ and r e h t  the needs of Cubans. 

Furthermore, a 'Planist ' dependency mentality becarne entrenched in that U.S. 

intervention was persistently sought to 'protect' the political system and Cubans 

questioned their ability for self-government. This period aiso heightened the previous 

patterns of economiç dependence, namely high US. economic penetration and sugar 

monoculture, 

1920 to 1959: A Revolutionary Response to Depenrteqy 

The period fiom 1920 to 1959 was characterized by a low level of intemal 

dependency. Nationalist groups formed to assert Cuban sovereignty in the politicai 

sphere. These efforts were met with 6rief penods of success, as a new Constitution, more 

reflective of Cuban principles, was created, and various nationalist economic policies 

were introduced. Economically, however, the island was stalled between the ' financiai- 

industrial' and 'new dependency' Uniilce other Latin American countries, 

Cuba received little investment fiom multi-national corporations to spur industrïalization, 

the economy remained tied to sugar, reliant on the U S  as a source of imports and a 

market for its exports, and highly penetrated by U.S. corporations. 

Politicaiiy, the period fiom 1920 to 1959 represented a tug of war between the 

nationfists and the US-backed conservative elements of society. The tie between US. 

interests and consexvative governments was made obvious in the late 1930s, when the 

97 The "new dependency" pattern is characterïzed by capital ihvestrnent of multi-national corporations in 
industry oriented to the interna1 markets of underdeveloped counm-es." Chilcote, p.61. 



then-US. Ambassador to Cuba, Sumner Weiles, complained, Y am being daily 

requested for decisions on al1 matfers affecting the discipluie of the Army to questions 

involving appoïntments in al1 branches of govemment,''98 Power passed back and forth 

between popular nationalist governments and US.-backed pro-business administraîio11~. 

In 1924, for example, the US. govemment replaced the nationaiist Alfiedo Zayas 

government with Gerardo Machado, an authoritarïan who had the support ofthe business 

and conservative sectors of society. Similarly, ten years later, the U.S. govemment 

secured the resignation of President Grau San ~ a r t h . *  Grau San Mark had been 

brought to power by an alliance between the nationalist student element and the militaty, 

and had instituted widespread economic refoms, such as a maximum eight hour work 

day and a law which required a minimum of half the payroli of industrial and agricultural 

nmis be aiiotted to ~ubans.'" hdeed, the s e w e  of power by Revolutionary forces in 

1959 marked the transfer of power back to the nationalist elements of society. 

This banle against the US.-backed govemments spawned numemus nationalist 

organizations, such as the Organisacibn CeIuZur Radiical Revolucionuria, the Ala 

kquierda Estudiantiil and the Directorio Estudiantii Universitario, which helped to 

augment the power of traditional nationalist elements, such as the unions. Indeed, 

Castro's success in overthrowing the violent US.-backed Batista dictatorship marked the 

alliance of numerous pro-Cuban forces, the most prominent of which was Castro's own 

July 26& Movement. - 
In the economic sphere, however, Cuban economic dependency was intemified. 

In contrast to other Latin American countries7 which were moving towards diversification 

and industriaiization through the implementation of nationalist economic policies, the 

Cuban economy remained tied to sugar monoculture. By the late 1950s, sugar comprised 

approximately 77 per cent of total exports, 75 per cent of which was purchased by the 

United States. 'O1 Moreover, the sugar industry was controlled by U.S. firms. In 1934, 

US.-owned sugar mills accounted for 68.1 per cent of the total h ~ e s t . ' * ~  By 1958, o d y  

-- 

" Domuiguez, p.58. 
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three percent of sugar producers controlled 50 per cent of total sugar production and the 

large sugar compaoies owned approximately 75 per cent of arable land.Lo3 

The case of sugar provides a particulatly compekg example of the 

underdevelopment of the Cuban economy, as it shows both the limited vertical and 

horizontal economic development which resulted and the reluctance of govemment to 

intervene in the economy. Indeed, despite the f a t  that sugar was "the mainsta. of the 

economic system," neither the Cuban goverment nor the nmis  involved in the Cuban 

sugar industry set up any agriculhual research institution? As a result, T u b a  relied 

almost entirely on other countries for the development of new varïeties of s~~arcane~"'~~ 

An equally relevant fwtor in Cuba's underdevelopment, and likely the most 

significant economic cause of the Revolution, was the U.S. fimis' extraordidy high 

level of penetration of the Cuban economy. While other Latin American govements 

were taking steps to exercise greater control over their couniries' infiastructure, the 

Cuban bhstructure was almost completely controlled by U.S. firms. Latin Americanist, 

E. Bradford Burns, for example. noted that by 1955, 'W-S. capital controiied 90 per cent 

of telephone and electncity services in Cuba, 50 per cent of raiiroads.. .25 per cent of aii 

bank deposits..."'q Futthemore, this foreign investment was met with even higher 

levels of profit repatriation. Indeed, in explainhg the success of his Revolution to the 

United Nations General Assembly on September 26&, 1990, Castro drew a direct 

correlation between the island's economic dependency on the US., parücularly the high 

levels of profit repatriation, and the Cubaos' attempt to project their sovereignty, saying, 

Public utilities, electricity and telephone companies were 
owned by United States monopolies. A large part of the 
banking and impoa business, the oii rehenes, the greater part 
of the sugar production, the best land, and the chef industries 
of ail types of Cuba belonged to United States companies. In 
the last ten years, the balance of payments between Cuba and 
the United States has been in the latter's favour to the extent of 
$1,000 million.. .The poor and underdeveloped country of the 
Cariibean, with 600,000 unemployed, contributing to the 

'O3 E. Bradford Burns, p.28 1 
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economiç deveiopment of the most hïghly industnaiized 
comtry in the world! Io' 

Conclusion 

Through analysis of the period h m  1492 to 1958, it is clear that Cuba's political 

and economic systems were shaped by the island's irnperïalistic relationships, first with 

Spain and later with the United States, to create an economic, politicai and cultural 

dependency. At virtually every point during its history, the Cuban economy and polity 

were forced to confom to the demands of these core countrieses Cuba's economy was 

underdeveloped through foreign economic penetmtion, sugar monoculture and increased 

trade partner concentration. Further, its political system was manipulateci so that Cubans 

were unable to build their own political foundations and structures, thereby usurping 

Cuban sovereignty, preventing the establishment of institutions reflective of the Cuban 

reality and most detrimental, fostering a culhiral dependency in which Cubans questioned 

their capacity for self-government. This interna1 dependency, however, was punctuated 

by periods of intense nationalisrn, the most recent manifestation of which brought the 

Castro govenunent to power, 



CaAPTER THREE: DEPENDENCY IN REVOLUTTONARY CUBA= 
1959 TO 1989 

The 1959 Cuban Revolution's success was ushered in amidst proclamations of 

anti-irnperialism and nationalism; its Leaders renounced Amencan domination and 

declared that the new revolutionary governent would seek to rebuild the state on 

'Cuban terms.' These proclamations of autonomy by the Castro government suggested 

the possibility that Cuba could end its cycle of dependency. However, anaiysis reveals 

that while the pattern ofdependency changed, the situation persisted. The Soviets filleci 

part of the void left by the United States, successfdly encouraghg Cuban economic 

reliance on the USSR by undennining C h  attempts at industriali-ration and 

diversification. This economic reliance was then used as leverage to cernent Cuba's 

status as a Soviet aliy. However, the Cubans enjoyed considerable fkedorn in the 

political sphere, as the Soviets intended to uphold the island as a showcase of Soviet-style 

communism to the Western hemisphere.' Moreover, the limited Soviet attempts that 

were made to control the dornestic polity were fiequently thwarted by President Castro's 

adept political manoeuvering. As such, the Revolutionary govemment managed to 

develop considerable political autonomy, to achîeve extremely high levels of legitimacy 

and to lower cultural dependency. 

Objective and Format 

This chapter aims to analyze Cuba's pattern of dependency during the period 

fiom 1959 to 1989. The argument put forth is that Cuba's pattern of dependency changed 

markedly foilowuig the Revolution, but that the situation of dependency persisted. 

Whereas the primary goal of the Americans was to extract an economic surplus f?om the 

island, the Soviets fostered Cuban economic dependency to gain leverage over the 

Cubans in order to M e r  Soviet political goals. An alliance between the USSR and 

Cuba was highly valuable to the Soviets because the island helped the USSR to rivai 

' Nita Knischev made it clear that the Soviets intended to uphold Cuba as an example of Soviet sociaiism 
to the region, writing that Cuba, as a Soviet-allied sociaiist country, "right in fiont of the open jaws of 
predatory American irnperialism is good pmpaganda for other Laùn American countries, encouraging them 
to foiiow its example and to choose the course of socialism." Yuri Pavlov, The Soviet-Cuban Alliance 
1959- 199 1 (New Brunswick, USA: Transaction PubIishers, 1994), p.70. 



China's claims to c o ~ n m u n i ~  leadership in the Thïrd World, served as a constant 

provocateur to the US. governmenh and placed the Soviets in a strategic position to 

encourage a sociaIist domino effect in Latin Amerka and the Caribbean. However, 

political dependency declined substantially firom the pre-Revolutionary period, and Cuba 

experienced its lowest level of U i t d c u i t w a l  dependency since the arriva1 of 

Columbus. Further, the government achieved a high degree of what Max Weber and 

Jorge Dominguez have termed ''charismatic," "performance" and "legal-rational" 

legitimacy through the formation of 'inclusive citizenship,' the promotion of Cuban 

achievements in the arts and athietics, and the implementation ofan expansive social 

welfare system. These achievements served to diminish cultural dependency by 

cultivating a Cuban identity and fostering an intense sense of national pride. 

This chapter first analyzes Cuba's pattern of economic dependency. The 

indicators used are the levels oftrade partner concentration, indebtedness to one country, 

and reliance on one source of energy imports. The chapter then details how economic 

dependency was manifesteci in the political sphere through the use of such Uidicaton as 

control over decision-making, the ability to maintain order and unity, and control of 

foreign policy. Last, the indicators of intemaVcultural dependency, namely, 

govemmental legitimacy and national pride, are used in order to assess the island's level 

of cultural dependency fiom 1959 to 1989. 

Appiicabili'ty of Rependency Tlieoy 

Analysis of Cuba fiom 1959 to 1989 presents a challenge to dependency theory. 

in fact, many have argued that dependency theory cannot be used as a h e w o r k  to 

study Revolutionary Cuba because dependency theory was originaliy designeci to explain 

deveiopment under capitalism, not sociaiism. Accordingly, it is purported that the 

difference between the two systems' views on deveiopment, namely, economic growth 

versus human development, prevents the same tool of analysis nom being employed. 

The use of dependency theory to analyze Revolutionary Cuba is particularly 

troublesome to the Manrist dependentWas. As explained in the first chapter, this school 

purported ba t  socialist revolution would bring about an end to dependency. As such, 



they have made no provision for the application of dependency theory to the study of 

socialist economîes. 

In view of such cnticism, the relevancy of dependency theory's applicability to 

a socialist econorny must first be established As noted in the h t  chapter, dos Santos' 

defnition of dependency States that situations of dependency &se when "some countries 

can expand and be seIf-sustaining while other countries can only do this as a reflection of 

that expansion.. ."2 It is evident fkom this definition that the central issue is autonomy. 

Dependency relates to the ability of a country to control its autonomous development 

Accordindy, dependency theory can be used to analyze the Cuban political economy; the 

question that must be asked is how the Soviet Union conditioned Cuba's political 

economy. 

Economic Refiance 

Cubanologist Canne10 Mesa-Lago has noted that a high concentration of trade 

with one partner is significant because "hi& reliance of a country on one or a few trading 

partners implies a high degree of dependence, while a large diveaity of trade partners 

makes a country less vulnerable to politicai infl~ence."~ Anaiysis of Cuba's trading 

patterns fiom 1959 to 1989 clearly illustrates that Cuba's trade was highly concentrated 

on the USSR. For example, fiom 1961 to 1978, trade with the Soviet Union constituted 

- one half of total Cuban trade? Moreover? by the late 198Os, the situation had worsened 

to the point where trade with the USSR composed 85 per cent of total Cuban trade.' The 

dependent nature of this trade relationship was more marked than that of the pre- 

Revolution American-Cuban relationship in which trade with the United States 

compnsed approximately 70 per cent of total Cuban trade! 

Mesa-Lago's second indicator of economic dependency, dependency on imports 

and their mu<, also suggests a high degree of Cuban reliance on the USSR. However, 

' Theotonio dos Santos, ''The Structure of Dependence," Amen'can Ecoaornic Review 60, May, p.23 1. 
'%id., p.92. 
%id., p.94. 
* ~ r u i ~ u e  Baloyra and Robert Lozano, "Soviet-Cuban Relations," Conflict and Change in Cuba, eds. 
Enrique Baloyra and James Morris (Albuqueque, New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1993), 
p.266. 
610rge Dominguez, Cuba: Bctween Order and Revolution (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Beiknap Press, 
1978) p. 149. 



analysis of the composition of imports is integral to understanding the degree of 

dependency. For example, a high percentage of imported manufactured goods suggests a 

high degree of economic dependency, while a large number of capital goods, such as 

machinery, suggests that a country is pursuing a strategy of import substitution which 

will evenhially result in a movement away nom economic reliance.' In the Cuban case, 

it is somewhat difficult to determine its degree of economic dependency. In descendhg 

order, the major import categories were as follows: foodsfu~, machinery and 

manufactures? Whde this would usually signif;/ a limited degree ofdependency, the 

reality is a little more complex For example, Cuban import statistics include a separate 

column for 'others.' However, this category constitutes 23 per cent ofCuban ünports and 

several economists daim that a large nurnber of manufactured items were included in this 

category? A second complicating faftor is that while machinery comprises a substantial 

percentage of Cuban imports, most of the machinery is for sugar culti~ation.'~ The 

impact of Cuba's reliance on sugar as the major foreign exchange eamer will be 

discussed shortly, 

Attention also needs to be paid to the impoa of energy. Economists widely 

accept that dependence on foreign energy is deaimental because it leaves a country 

vulnerable to swings in worid prices.L In addition, reliance on one or a few exporters 

leaves a country susceptible to the use of oil exports, so hdamental to the 

industrialization process, for political ~eve ra~e . '~  This indicator also suggests a large 

degree of economic reliance as Cuba is heaviiy dependent on imported energy. Indeed, 

Cuba is the seventh major oil importer in the world and, in a study conducted of 88 less 

developed countrïes (LDCs), Cuba was among the least able to "meet current and 

projected energy needs fkom domestic sources." l3 Heightening the degree of dependency 

was the fact that the USSR was Cuba's principal source of oil; between 1961 and 1976, 

7 Carme10 Mesa-Lago, The Economy of Socialist Cuba (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
198 l), p.85, 
%id., p.86. 
'Ibid. 
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" Ibid., p.99. 
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Soviet oil imporis compriseci 98 percent of total Cuban oiI imports and by 1989, that 

figure had hcceased to 100 per cent.14 

Cuba's massive capital and foreign debt dependence on the Soviets also 

augmented its economic dependency. According to Mesa-Lago, this was m d e s t e d  

through mual credits to hance the Soviet-Cuban trade deficit, direct aid for economic 

development and subsidies to Cuban impoas and expord5 The concentration of capital 

dependency on one or a few couutries is dangerous because the recipient country's 

economy becomes VuIIlerable to fluctuations in the economy of the donor country. For 

example, should the donor country experience a recession, it would WEely cut back on its 

foreign aid, which would be detrimental to the recipient country's econorny. 

Furthemore, it pennits the donor country considerable potentid politicai leverage over 

the recipient. 

The annual credits extendeci by the Soviets were immense. It has been 

estimated that the total capital dependency on the Soviet Union was approxirnately S 1.42 

billion per annum nom 196 1 to 1989, averaging approximately 25 per cent of Cuba's 

annual GDP? Further, by the mid-1980s, Cuba was the most indebted country 

(calculated by the debtkxport ratio) in Latin ~mer ica"  It is hem that the Cuban-Soviet 

economic relationship differs most markedly from that of the Cuban-American 

relationship. Unlike the Soviets, who injected huge subsidies into the Cuban economy, 

the Americans, as stated above, extracted an economic surplus nom the island of 

approximately $ 1 O0 million per annum fiom 1949 to 1 9 ~ 9 . ' ~  

Subsidies to Cuban imports and exports aiso se& to increase the island's 

dependency on the USSR. For example, fiom 1972 to 1975, the USSR purchased Cuban 

nickel at US$5450 per tome, when the world pnce was just $3500, and nom 1975 to 

1980, the USSR purchased Cuban nickel at USSl93O above the world market price.'9 in 

1 '13a10yra and Lozano, p.266- 
"~esa -~ago ,  p. 102. 
Ih'Cuba: ~ ~ u i d e  for Canadian Business," Department ofForeign A f f i  and International M e  (My, 
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fact, the Central Intelligence Agency FIA), admittedly a somewhat dubious source, has 

estunated that between 196 1 and 1976, the USSR subsidized Cuban sugar, nickel and oil 

to the extent of USS3.6 billion do~ars? 

The extent of Cuba's economic reliance on the Soviet Union is perhaps best 

illustrated by the events that followed the USSR's couapse. According to a consemative 

estimate, the Cuban economy contracted by 20 per cent within the year. '' In addition, 

Cuba lost 73 per cent of its food imports and its oil imports dropped nom l3,4OO,OOO 

tonnes to 1,800,000  tonne^.^ This oil shortage, in tum, decimateci Cuba's productive 

capacity, particularly with regard to sugar. Furthemore, the Cuban peso, vaiued at 6 

pesos per 1 US dollar in 1989, plummeted to 150 pesos per 1 US dollar by 1993 .~  

Moreover, many of the Cuban govemment's recent dramatic policy changes, such as its 

encouragement of foreign investment, the legdization of dollars and the legalization of 

some independent small businesses, are cited by many observers as the result of the 

economic hardships brought on by the Soviet Union's c o l ~ a ~ s e . ~ ~  

Economic Reliance and Economic DeveIopment 

As evidenced above, Cuba was cleariy heavily dependent on the USSR for its 

economic weil-being; it was reliant on the USSR as a prllnary market for its exports, as a 

principal source of its imports, particularly energy, for the subsidization of the Cuban 

economy and for the provision of credit. The eEects of this relationship were not lost on - 

Cuba's president, Fidel Castro, who in 1985 remarked, "the USSR constituts the 

fundamental piliar of our present, and our future, of our development." 25 However, 

Castro has rejected the suggestion that this economic reliance on the Soviet Union had 

translated into a situation of dependency. On several occasions, he has stated that the 

dependency mode1 is not applicable to Cuba's relationship with the Soviet Union 

"esa-~a~o, p-9 1 
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because, unlike the Americans prior to the Revolution, the Russians did not own the 

means of production.26 Furthemore, Castro has aiso rejected the suggestion of Cuban 

dependency claùning that the Cuban-Soviet relationship was not founded on exploitation; 

rather, the Soviets were %ends' who did not extract an economic surplus fiom the 

island." In order to assess the validity of Castro's rejection of the applicabiiity of the 

dependency mode1 to Cuba, one must first determine whether Cuba's economic reliance 

on the Soviet Union was used as levage to shape the Cuban economy and polity 

according to the ne& of the USSR 

A usenil way to assess this is through examinhg the role of sugar in the Cuban 

economy. There is a popular saying in Cuba which illustrates the predominant role 

which sugar plays in Cuba, "sin anlcar, no hay pais," or 'krithout sugar, there is no 

country." However, the sugar industry has also been seen by many Cubans as "Cuba's 

cancer."28 Indeecf, sugar has had a highly symbolic role in the struggle for Cuban 

independence, Specifically with regard to the Afb-Cuban population, their slavery was 

seen as tied to sugar production since they were initialiy brought over h m  f i c a  to 

work on the sugar plantations.w Independence fightea, or rnamb&es, burned sugar cane 

to protest Spmish rule?' Sugar persisted to be a symboi of the stniggle for Cuban 

independence and was again burned in the various uprisings against American 

domination. 

It is not nirprising, given the symbolic importance of sugar to the independence 

movement and the economic difficulties it entails, that both Che Guevara, later the 

Minister of Industry, and Fidel Castro, rejected continued sugar monoculture upon 

seizing govemment." 

Both Guevara and Castro promoted economic diversification through the 

adoption of the Chinese, or Libemanist, economic rn~del.'~ Heavy investrnent in nickel 

26 The Soviets did not own a single mine, farm or business in Cuba Pamcia R u f i ,  Capitaiism and 
Socialism in Cuba: A Study of Dependency, Development and Underdevelopment (London: MacMillan, 
1990), p.138- " Ibid, 
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extraction was undertaken, as weli as crop diversification. However, industriakation 

and diversification proved to be costly and slow processes. More importantiy, the 

attempt at diversincation entailed decreased sugar production This decline in sugar 

production provoked the ire of the Soviets when Cuba faïied to satisfy its export 

comrnitments, In response, the Soviets demandeci that the Soviet econornic mode1 be 

adopted to ensure that export commitments were met and in order to facilitate Soviet 

intervention through the loosening of Castro's control over economic decision-making?3 

In July of 1970, the Cuban government complied with this request and the Soviet mode1 

was incorporated; decision-making was decentralized, Limitted market incentives were 

introduced and the former emphasis on the 'new Cuban person' to stunuiate worker 

productivity was lessened." These refomis served to undermine Cuban control over the 

economy. Political scientist, W- Raymond Duncan, noted that the refomis "...open[ed] 

the door to greater Soviet involvement in economic rnatters and consequentiy greater 

Ieverage for them in Cuba's economic administration and technical mat ter^.'^' 
It was, however, the signing of the 1964 Moscow Accord which provides the 

most compelling illustration of the Soviets' manipulation of Cuba's economy to serve the 

USSR's interests, Under this Accord, the Cubans agreed to export fixeci amounts of 

sugar to the USSR at an infiatesi pnce. Conseq~entiy~ plans for indusûialization and 

diversification were effectively abandoneci and the island was relegated to sugar 

monoculture once again. Sugar exports comprïsed 82 per cent of Cuba's total exports 

fkom 1959 to 1976 and increased to 85 percent of total exports by 1988.3~ It should be 

noted that this monoculture was even more severe than that which had existed under the 

Amencan-Cuban relationship. In the years prior to the RevoIution, sugar as a percentage 

of exports fluctuated around 77 per cent? 

" According to W. Raymond Duncan, the Soviets werc oppoxd to the vimial complete hold over 
economic decision making 'tested in Castro himstlfor in his personal followers, rather than U1 specialists 
at the middle and lower levels of decision making." Duncan, p.98. 
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Economic Refiance as Ceverage ht the Political Sphere 

Economic rebance was not tmnslated solely into economic dependence. 

Examination of Cuban control over the decision-making process, its foreign poticy and 

its security interests reveals that the Soviets used Cuba's economic diance as a tooi to 

undermine and Limit Cuban sovereignty in order to ensure that Cuba pursuecl a similar 

foreign policy with regard to Chùia and to help M e r  Soviet security interests with 

respect to the U.S. However, the attempts made to expand Soviet control of the Cuban 

polity were Iimited and ineffective; instead, both political and cultural dependency 

declined during this p e r d .  

Analysis of the Cuban decision-making process reveals that while ultimate 

control over decision-maküig still rested largely in the han& of Fidel Castro, the 

structures of decision-making were shaped, in part, in accordance with Soviet demands. 

However, Soviet influence in this reaim is often overstated. Two such examples are the 

creation of the Cuban Constitution and the institutionalization of the Cuban Communîst 

p q *  

h the years immediately following the Revolution, the Soviets expressed deep 

concems over Castro's caudillo-like personal hold over the island. Indeed, in a speech to 

the Soviet deIegation in New York, Knischev said that Castro was "like a young horse 

that hasn't been broken and needs some training.. . we'll have to be ~areful.''~~ In an 

effort to ensure the survival of socialisrn by 'institutionalizing' it, the Soviets cailed for 

the creation of a new constitution to set out the structure and powers of the govemment. 39 

The Soviets opted to have the Cuban constitution modeiied after their own in the hopes 

that this would serve to dilute Castro's power and to make the island's political systems 

more susceptible to Russian influence. The constitution's provision for the establishment 

of various govemmentai bodies, such as the National Assembly of People's Power, the 

Council of State and the Council of hilinisters, were pattemed &er the USSR's system. 

Further, Prof. Carme10 Mesa-Lago has noted that 32 per cent of the articles adopted were 

f?om the USSR's 1936 constitution?' However, the Cuban Constitution was also a 

reflection of the island's political economic history and was based on the principles of the 

39~lfred Pidula, "Cuban Sociaiisrn:' Conflict and Change in Cuba, p24. 
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1940 Constitution. Latin Amencanist, E. Bradford Bums, for exarnple, noted thai, "40 

per cent of [the 1976 Constitution] came fiom the Constitution of 1940."'~ Indeed, it 

borrowed heavily fiom the 1940 provisions, includhg state control of the nigar industry, 

the authorkation of the date to provide for full employment and the empowerment of the 

govemment to "direct the course of the nationai economy for the benefit of the people-'A2 

Similarly, the Soviet attempt to undermine Castro's grip through the 

consolidation of the Cuban Communist Party, the PCC, as the only party in Cuba, is often 

cited as proof that Cuba's domestic polity was subordinated to Soviet demands. " Whiie 

it is likely that the Soviets exerted some influence in its creation, the one party system 

evolved as a product of Cuba's histoncai experience and US. aggression, as WU be 

discussed presently. Following a Soviet request to instltutionalize the Cuba  Communist 

Party by decentralizing powers fiom the executive (Castro) to the Party, the Cuban 

govemment embarked on a massive membership drive. By 1975, the Party's 1970 

membership had been doubled and that figure was quadnpled by 1982.~ Further, the 

1976 Constitution awarded sweeping powers to the Party, making it "responsible for 

controlling, maintainhg and approving the various state fùn~t ions. '~  

The institutionalization of the one party system is often pointed to as proof of 

the "Sovietization" of Cuba However, it should be noted that the one party system is not 

foreign to Latin America Mexico, for exarnple, has effectively had a one party system 

since the 1929 creation of the PNR (Partido Nacional RevolucioMlio). Furthemiore, the 

PNR has always relied heavily on the executive. As with the Cuban National Assembly, 

the Mexican legislature has never refused a motion emanating h m  the Executive. In 

addition, Cuban political scientists often criticize the suggestion that Cuba's one party 

system is solely "a result of the history of the international Communist movement," and 

point to the island's politicai history and U.S. imperialism as primary factors? The 

origins of the one party system can be found in the creation of José Marti's Parrido 
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Revolucionario Cubano (PRC) in 1892. pnor to the second war for independence. José 

Marti founded this party to be reflective and inclusive of d l  Cubaus, declaring it to be 

%om as one h m  ail parts at once. ..The Cuban Revolutionary Party is the Cuban 

people.'A7 Moreover, Marti rejected the multi-party system, suggesting that it was a 

system whereby "certain Creoles defended themselves h m  others.. .in order to defeat a 

divided adversary the only thing needed is to   ni te.'^' The events sul~0undi.g the Cuban 

revolution M e r  supported the creation of a one party system. According to political 

economist Iulio Carranza Valdés, the PCC represented a consolidation of the remaining 

political movements, (the Popular Socialist Party, the July 26 Movement and 

Revolutionary Student Directorate); there were no bourgeois opposition parties in place 

at that time because the leaders and most of their membership had fied to 

The coacern over U.S. aggression M e r  pushed the polity toward a one party 

system. Given the intensity of US. hostility, the Cuban govemment feared the potentiai 

repercussions of any political fkagmentation on the survivai of the Revolution. In an 

interview with Bernard Shaw of C N N  on October 22 of 1995, for example, Castro 

explained the roles of Cuba's historicai experience and U.S. aggression in the fornation 

of the single party system, saying, 

We are against the multi-party system ... because we cannot 
fiagrnent our population, we have to maintain unie and we 
can't be divided in a thousand pieces,. .if we had been 
fragmented,.-we would not have been able to resist ... the 
US. blockade for the last 35 years.. .[The one party system] 
is also in line with our tradition, because when Jose Marti 
organized the battle for independence, he organized one 
PW." 

The fact that the PCC remains the only official party in Cuba foUowing the fdl of the 

Soviet Union M e r  testifies to its authenticity as a Cuban institution. However, it is 

also important to note that, despite these structurai changes, Little has altered with regard 

47 José Marti "'The Cuban Revotutionary Party," Pahr'o, April3, 1892, cited in José Marti Reader: Writings 
on the Americas, eds. Deborah Shnookal and Mirta Mu& (New York: Ocean Press, 1999), p.155. 
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to the actual decision-making process in practice. Indeed, many observers have 

concluded that most power d l  resides with Fidel Castro. Castro's charismatic 

leadership has won h i .  the support of the majority of Cubans and his control over the 

internal workings of the govemment appears to remah absolute. W- Raymond 

Duncan, has noted, "Fidel ensured that party reorganization was conducted by officers 

loyal to the Castro brothers," and that "Fidel remained in multiple leadership 

positions ... The structure of governmental decision making changd..but the substance of 

policy making remained in the hands who made the ~ e v o ~ u t i o n ~ ' ~  

Study of the Cuban govemment's ability to project foreign policy interests 

çuggests a varied level of dependency. Cuban and Soviet foreign poky interests clearly 

collided in the late 1960s- The Soviets used thek economic leverage to subordinate 

Cuban foreign interests to those of the Soviet Union on three key issues: policies with 

regard to China, the promotion of violent revolution in Latin America, and Soviet 

securïty interests vis-à-vis the U.S. However, analysis of the projection of Cuban foreign 

policy interests in Angola, Granada and Nicaragua, suggests a high degree of autonomy. 

The Cuban goveniment's early refusal to recognize the Soviet Union as the 

leader of the c o ~ ~ l ~ ~ l ~ s t  world presented an obstacle to Soviet-Cuban relations. The 

Chinese and the Soviets had been constant rivals for Communïst leadership in the Third 

World. The Cubans' refirsal to recognize the Soviet's leadership and the Cubans' 

- promotion of Chinese policies, particularly violent socialist revolution in the Third 

World, provoked the ire of the Soviets. The encouragement of socialist revolution was of 

particular significance to the Cubans, since they viewed their revolution to be an 

'authentic' Third World revolution and sought to 'export' it to the rest of the South, 

claiming armeci struggle to be necessary to break fkee h m  imperialism. In a L962 

speech in Punta del Este, for example, Castro expressed his commitment to armed 

insurrection, saying, 

what is most important is to understand that it is neither 
just nor correct to maintain the empty and facile illusion 
that the people can wrest fiom the dominant classes by 
Iegal paths that may or may not exist ... a power that the 
monopolies and oligarchies will defend by any means 
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necessary with their police and their armies.. .The duty of 
a i l  revolutionarïes is to make ~evolution? 

This stated cornmitment was foliowed through with military assistance to guerriiIa 

movements overseas and the denunciation of the Latin-American pro-Soviet communkt 

parties which were advocatïng non-violent pariiamentary transitions to ~ocialisrn?~ While 

this was in h e  with the more aggressive KNschev intemationalism, it was deemed 

unacceptable under the new Brezhnev leadership? Brahnev chose to support 'tnited 

fkonts" and "peacefiil parliamentary change" rather than m e d  revokS6 This reluctance 

to support armeci struggie and the decision to promote Soviet influence through 

establishùig and consolidating trade and diplornatic ties was largely due to the successfit1 

U.S. invasion of the Dominican ~ e ~ u b l i c . ~ '  

When the Cubans refuseci to denounce China and to discourage armed struggle, 

the Soviets responded by cutting theïr supply of oïl to cuba? In response, Castro, 

according to a defector fiom Cuban intelligence, signed an agreement stating that he 

would comply with the Soviets' demands provideci they did not cut off economic or 

military aid in the f û t ~ r e . ~ ~  The defector's claim appears legitimate; the Cuban 

govemment back-pedalled on its policies with regard to armed struggle and China, 

bringing its foreign policy in line with that of the Soviet union? In a press conference 

held on June 16th, Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, a senior PCC official, announced that the 

Cuban governrnent agreed that m e d  struggle may not be necessary in the Third World 

and that electorai victories may be sufficient to end imperialism and to establish 

revolutionary govemments.6L This was followed by the signhg of the 1974 ''Program of 

Peace" between Brezhnev and Castro, in which they declareci the "complete unity of their 

views with regard to the present world situation and the foreign policy tasks of the 

- 
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socialist s t a t e~ .~ '  Further, Castro officiaiiy recognùed the USSR as the leader of the 

communist worid, c a h g  for support for the USSR over China in the 1969 Conference of 

Cornmunïst parties03 

In con- however, Cuba's poficies in M c a ,  Central Amexica and the 

Caribbean illustrate a comparatively sizable degree of autonomy in the projection of its 

foreign policy interests. A case in point is Cuban activity in Angola In this case, Cuba 

maintained a consistent policy of suppoa for the Movement for Popular Liberation of 

Angola (MPLA), providing weaponry, training and Cuban troops to help win the civil 

war? UnWEe the Cubans, the Soviets had ceased their militaty aid to the MPLA by 

1974, when the civil war broke out!' Moreover, when civil war did break out, the 

Soviets reportedly awarded the leader ofthe MPLA, Agostinho Neto, a 'chilly' reception 

and publicly endorsed adherence to the Mvor Accord, an agreement which was ratifiai 

by al1 three opposing nationalkt groups in the hopes of creating a peaceful democratic 

transition nom Portugese rule to i.dependence.66 Furthemiore, whereas an MPLA 

request for Soviet troops was refiised, the Cuban govermnent agreed to station 1500 

Cuban military personnel in ~ n ~ o l a ~ '  Yuri Pavlov, the former Soviet Ambassacior to 

Costa Rica and head of the Foreign Ministry's Latin American Directorate responsible 

for Soviet-Cuban relations, confirmed Cuba's autonomy with respect to its foreign policy 

in Anica, stating,  con^ to widely held opinions, [the Cubans] never subordinated 

their interests and policy in Afiica to those of the Soviet t ni on."^ 
Cuba's record of activity in the Canbbean provides M e r  evidence of its 

abiLity to pursue an autonomous foreign policy, particularly in the case of the People's 

Revolutionary Govenunent @RG) in Granada With the success of his revolution in 

1979, Maurice Bishop turneci to Cuba and the Soviet Union for aid. The Soviets r e b e d  

to meet "diplomatically at the highest Levels or to show reciprocity in diplomatic 
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protocol..."69 The Cuban government, on the other han& estabfished diplornatic relations 

within a month and supplied weapons, niilitary advisors, construction workers, teachers 

and doctor~?~ Furthemore, when the USSR did establish relations months later, the 

discussions were conducted through Cuban According to leaked KGB 

documents, it was on@ through the Cubans' intervention and pressure on the Soviet 

government that Soviet aid was evenhially channelled to the island2 The former 

Granadian Ambassador to Moscow, Richard lacobs, substantiated this claim, stating, "if 

Cuba had not 'championed our cause,' the Soviet Union would have been unwilling to 

commit itselfto ~ r a n a d a ? ~  

Study of Cuba's involvement in Nicaragua M e r  illustraîes Cuba's high 

degree of autonorny in foreign policy implementation. As noteà in G. W. Sand's, Soviet 

Aims in Centrai Amenka, pre-Revolutionary Nicaragua was a considerable security threat 

to Cuba; the US-backed Cuban exiles had launched theu Bay of Pigs (Phya Giron) 

invasion of Cuba fiom Nicaragua However, Cuban involvement in Nicaragua preceded 

the PZqa Giron invasion. In February of 1959, for exarnple, a call was made for the 

overthrow of the Somoza government. Within one year of that meeting, Castro had 

instailed Quiutin Pino Machado as the Cuban Ambassaclor to Nicaragua. Machado was 

instrumental in M e r i n g  Cuban revolutionary aims in Nicaragua, founding the Patriotic 

Youth organization. Fausto Amador, the brother of the former FSLN (Sandinista 

National Liberation Front) leader,- Carlos Fonseca, claimed that the Patriotic Youth 

provided the basis of the FSLN, and that Machado was instrumental in the selection of 

the group's leadership." As with Granada, the Cubans guided Soviet policy with respect 

to Nicaragua Indeed, the Cubans refùsed to hold discussions with Managua in the 

presence of the Soviets and discouraged direct interaction between the Soviets and the 

Nicaraguans, Yuri Pavlov, then the USSR's Ambassador to Costa Rica, noted that 
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There were no tripartite meetings at a political level of 
representatives of Cuba, Nicaragua, and the Soviet Union to 
coordinate their policies in Central Amenca ... Daniel Ortega 
kept no sëcrets f?om Castro, and Soviet representatives traveling 
to and nom Managua via Havana were usualiy debrïefed by the 
Cub ans... Yet, Moscow had only rudimentary information on 
wbat was going on between Havana and Managua The 
Nicaraguans and the Cubans were rarely forhcoming on the 
subject7' 

In contrast to the above uidicators, analysis of Cuba's reliance on the USSR to 

protect the island h m  outside attack in order to secure the Revolution's continued 

existence ciearly illustrates a high degree of dependency. Cuba was reliant on the Soviets 

for intelligence, expertise and weaponry. This was evidenced by the 1961 Bay of Pigs 

invasion. Whiie the Ploya Giron invasion was upheld as an example of Cuba's rnilitary 

strength and the commitment of its people to the principles of the Revolution, the Cuban 

victory was actually due in large part to Russian intervention. The Russian KGB provided 

the Cuban govemment with details of the American plan of attack in advance of the 

invasion, speedily issued fiee weaponry and also sent military generais to direct the 

Cuban a r ~ n ~ . ' ~  Moreover, the Soviets supplied Lieutenant Kije and General Ciutah who 

successfully "plot[ted] the strategy to defend Castro agaùist the C M  landing."" Indeed, 

Soviet rnilitary aid to Cuba was immense, peaking at $3.5 billion in the early 1970s," 

and, at its lowest point, totalhg $1.2 billion? In fact, the Soviets supplied the Cuban 

army, navy and air force with the majority of its equipment?O However, Cuba's 

tremendous military reliance on the Soviet Union was also used to as a tool to M e r  the 

Soviets' security interests with respect to the US., thus usurping the Cubans' control over 

their own domestic security. 

The events that unfolded during the Cuban Missile Crisis provide the most 

compelling illustration of the manipulation of Cuban defence interests to fbrther Soviet 
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aims. As is common howledge, the Russian installation of intemediate-range and 

ruidde-range misssil in Cuba pmvoked the ire of the United States' govemment which 

demanded that the Soviets withdraw the missiles h m  the island? In response, Castro 

sent a senes of messages to Knischev calling for him to refuse the US. demands." 

Despite Castro's entreaties, the Russians decided to remove the missiles, However, the 

Soviets' subordination of Cuban defence interests to those of their own was made further 

evident when the Soviets chose not to notify the Cubau President of thek decision to 

withdraw the missiles untü after the settlement was publicly announceda3 In fact, the 

Soviets agreed to have Arnerican inspectors visit the island, without c o d t i n g  castro." 

Carlos Franqui, editor of the Cuban newspaper Revoluci& and the f h t  to inform Castro 

of the Soviet decision to withdraw the missiles d e r  it came across the press wires, 

reported Castro's response as foilows, " 'Son of a bitch! Bastard! Asshole!' Fidel went on 

in that vein for quite some tirne- The Russians had abandoned us, made a deal with the 

Americans, and never even bothered to lnform us. Fidel had no idea He went on 

cur~in~...'"~ 

Cuitural Depenriency 

Although economic dependency persistai under Castro's leadership, there was a 

dramatic decline in internaVcultural dependency. For the b t  t h e  in its history, the 

Cuban govemment enjoyed legal-rational, charismatic and performance legitimacy. 

Furthemore, there was an increased sense of national pride, which was brought about 

through the successfid implementation of progressive policies, including the institution of 

'inclusive citizenship,' a large-scale promotion of Cuban culture, and the introduction of 

a wide-reaching social welfare system. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Cuban governments prior to 1959 had 

little to no charismatic, legal-rational or performance legitimacy- Governrnental officiais 
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were viewed to be ineffective pro4J.S. members of the elite, as opposed to national 

heroes. Similarly, the government was viewed as having little legal-rational authority 

because the 190 1 Constitution entrenched US- domination over the island and the 1940 

Constitution was not heeded by politicians- Furthexmore, there was liale performance 

legitimacy since the govemment was perceived to be largely ineffective; politicians were 

constantly switchuig parties, the U.S. govemment exercised control over political 

outcornes and few policies were introduced to benefit the average Cuban. The success of 

the 1959 Revolution, however, reversed this. The Castro govemment achieved 

charismatic, legal-rational and performance legitimacy. 

Castro's ~ha~smat ic  appeal was immediately apparent. He was popularly 

viewed as a national hem due to his victory in the Revolution, overthrow of a repressive 

dictator and liberation of the island fiom US. control- Castro's politicai skills 

compounded this perception. An outstanding orator, he kept his audiences captivateci for 

hours and easily manipulatecl public opinion?6 

The new govemment's high ranking officiais possessed similar charismatic 

authorîty. Two of the more prominent were Ernesto Che Guevara and C a d o  

Cienfiegos. As with Fidel Castro, these men were aIso Revolutionary heroes with a great 

deai of popular appeal." 

The Revolutionary govemment also enjoyed a high degree of legal-rationai 

legitimacy. As stated above, the 1901 Constitution had enshrined U.S. domination of the 

island through the attachent of the Platt Amendment. While the 1940 Constitution had 

dismantled the Amendment and instituted progressive reforxns, successive governments 

86 His politicai admimess fiirthered this charismatic appeal; Castro was able to institute several successfbl 
timely 'public relations' endeavours and to disam foreign joumalists- One example is Castro's arriva1 in 
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had not abided by it and corruption continued to be rampant_8* In con- Castro's 

govenunent created a new Constitution, by which it abided. 

Last, the govemment achieved considerable performance legitimacy, primarily 

through the implementation of mass democracy and the creation of an elaborate social 

welfare system. The new Constitution set up a political system which has been te& 

"mass democracy? This provision was particularly significant because the vast majority 

of Cubans had not viewed the previous Lieraldemocratic style of government to be very 

effective. In his article, "Cuba and the Banle for Democracy in Today's World," in Cubn 

SociaZ&ta, Ricardo Alarcon de Quesada, President of the National Assembly of Popular 

Power, explained that Cubans viewed representative democracy to mean 

cbinjustice...corruption d...subordination to foreign powers."89 Castro purportecl that 

the new system of 'mas democracy' alleviated these deficiencies, as it was moulded by 

public opinion and more accessible to the masses. 

The perception that it was accessible to the masses helped soli* popular 

support for the new government The 'authenticity' of this govemment was estabüshed, 

in part, through direct consultation with the masses. In the years immediately foilowing 

the Revolution, Castro would fkequently c d  mass railies in order to detexmine public 

opinion with respect to a given issue. Latin Arnericanist, E. Bradford Burns, noted the 

effect of this style of public involvement, writing, 

.... to the peasants and workers, neglected or exploited in the 
past, (the public rallies) provided a participation in the 
goveming process they had not previously known. The 
rallies brought them closer to the source of power than they 
had ever been, h short, most of them were able to identify 
with the aims and methods of the Castro govemment? 

Later, in 1976, the Cuban government instituted workers' parliaments, Organs of Popular 

Power (OPPs), to allow the population to have a more organized and effective means of 

expressing its opinions. The OPPs were well organized and allowed for a high degree of 

contro 1 by the citizenry. Multi-candidate elections were held in which citizens voted for 
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their representatives. The representatives were required to report to their constituents 

several times per year. If the voters were dissatisfied with their representative's 

performance, they could recall them. Observers noted that the OPPs were highly 

effective; Cubanologist, Susan Eckstein, for example, wrote, 

At the municipal level, the OPPs opefatecl democraticaiLy in 
practice and not merely theory. Elections, for one, resulted in 
considerable municipal delegate turnover, Between 1976 and 
1984, for example, about half the delegates voted into office 
changed han& each election, and over a tenth of elected 
delegates were recalled for fàiluig at their job. Second, 
electoral hiniout was hi&. Third, municipal meetings during 
these years were fille4 in some instances, with intense 
discussions of constituent concems, which contil'buted to 
poiicy refomis? ' 

The most important aspect of this system was thaî it was perceiveci to be effective. 

Whiie inequality proliferated in the region's representative democracies, such as Jamaica, 

Costa Rica and Venezuela, the Cuban goveniment carrieci out several reforms to alleviate 

such disparities. For example, education became fcee h m  primary school through to 

university, agrarian reform was undertaken, aii forms of health care became fiee, and 

huge cuts in the pnces of utilities were împlemented; these policies were unparaiieled 

elsewhere in Latin America and the ~ a r i b b e a n . ~ ~  

Two examples provide useful illustrations of the government's high degree of 

legitimacy. Ironicaily, the govemrnent's decision to provide weaponry to the popdation 

serves as one such example. Following the Bay ofPigs invasion, the Cuban govemment 

supplied its population with a vast array of arms to 'protect the Revolution.' For a 

government not completely confident in its popular support, such a move would have 

been impossible and likely its doWILfall. Similarly, following the economic crisis of 

1970, Castro held a rally during which he accepted personal responsibïlity for the 

economic hardships and offered his resignation. Despite the recession, the crowds would 

not aiiow Castro to resign, thereby re-affuLIUng the legitimacy of both his leadership and 

his govemment?3 
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Not only did the Revolution bring about a dramatic increase in govemmentai 

legitirnacy, it also significandy decreased cultural or 'intemal' dependency- This was 

accompüshed through the abolition of segregation/discrimination, the promotion of 

Cuban culture and the institution of the most expansive social welfare system in Latin 

Amenca, 

With the success of the Cuban Revolution, there was an immediate move 

toward the institution of what can be termed 'inclusive citizenship.' hdeed, the 

govemment moved to provide al2 citizens, most notably women, blacks and rurai Cubans, 

with full citizemhip rights. This endeavour had a variety of benefits. First, it cemented 

popular support for the govemment, Second, it helped release various sectors of society 

fiom a prevailing 'dependency mentality.' Third, it inadvertently fostered a seme of 

national pride; elements of Cuban society that had previousiy been ignored became 

celebrated facets of Cuban identity. 

Cuba had had a long history of race relations problems. Although slavcry was 

ended in 1886, Afb-Cubans continued to suffer fiom racisme In the early 1900s, for 

example, the Cuban Congress consistently renised to pass b a s  prohibithg racial 

di~crimination?~ Little changed in the years leading up to the Revolutioa Racism and 

segregation continued unabated. As in the U.S. South, signs were posted in various 

Cuban establishments, such as restaurants, hotels and parks, prohibiting blacks ftom 

entering. One of the Revolution's key goals was to eradicate racism. As such, pillars of - 
the formerly racist system were dismantled and the goveniment actively undertook the 

promotion of Cuba's Afncan heritage. The government also pursued a pro-Anican 

foreign policy overseas. Cuba sent thousands of doctors, teachers and engineers alI over 

Afkica, as  well as military personnel to aid in the overthrow of 'imperiaiist' regimes. The 

Cuban government also granted asylum to numerous members of bIack activist groups, 

such as Huey Newton and Assata Shakur. While Cuba has not implemented an 

'affirmative action program,' Ano-Cubans have been steadily entering the fields of 

medicine, biotechnology and culture in increasing numbers. Evidence of the 

Revolution's strides in elirninating racism can be seen in Castro's strong support fiom 

" Aline Helg, Our Rightfbl Shm: The Afro-Cubaa Strupgle for Equality 1886 - 19 12 (Chape1 Hill, Norîh 
CaroIina: University of North Carolina Press, 1999, p.122. 



Cuba's bIack population and the comparatively few black Cubans leaving the island. 

Indeed, Lisa Brock, CO-editor of Berween Race and Empire: Afi'can-Amencanr and 

Cubans Before the Cuban RevoZution, has concluded that "Cuba has come the fùrthest in 

the struggle against racism in the world, as a whole.. .By dealing with class, they did 

more for Blacks probably than a singuiar race-based affirmative action program in our 

society (US.) ... would have been able to do."95 

Similady, se& discrimination was also prevalent in pre-Revolutionary Cuba 

Machisrno was pervasive, few women worked outside the home and the island was 

renowned for its astounding level ~f~ros t i tu t ion?~ The Revolutionary govemment 

employed a simiiar strategy against sexism as it had against racism. The govemmmt 

officially outiawed sexuai discrirnioation in its 1976 Constitution. It legislated equal 

rights for women in marrïage, the workplace and education." The punishment for sexual 

discrimination was the withholding of rations a d o r  imPrkonment? Moreover, the 

government actively sought to relieve the burâen faced by working women. The number 

of day care facilities doubled in size each decade, household appliances to cut down on 

housework tirne were made available, women had the right to miss work if their children 

were di and the Family Code required men to share housework duties? Although it is 

difncdt to eaforce legislation within the home, the anti-discrimination policies were 

highly effective. By the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  women were enteriug fields previously considered to 

- have had a heavy 'male orientation' in droves. FOE example, women comprised 50 per 

cent of medical students at universityy 42 per cent of economics stucients, 50 per cent of 

metallurgy students. '" 
A less overt type of discrimination was also practiced against rural Cubans, as 

few resources were channeiied outside Havana. A mere 60 per cent of the rurai 

population was literate, malnutrition was cornmonplace and there were only three rural 

ho~~itals . '~ '  The disparity between the niral and urban areas can be seen in the number 

Lori S. Robinson, "Race and Revolution: in Cuba, Racism Takes a Back Seat to Survival," Emerge: 
Ethnic News Watch Vol, 9, No. 6, April30, 1998, p56- 
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of hospitai beds avdable- For example, in 1958, Havana held 55 percent of the 

country's hospital beds, yet its inhabitants comprised only 22 percent of the country's 

population.102 Oriente province, by contrast, had 35 per cent ofthe population but ody 

15 per cent of the total number of hospital beds.'" Castro's govemment, however, 

addressed this disparity by increasing the number of hospitai beds in Havana by 8 per 

cent and in Camaguey and Oriente by 184 per cent and 147 p a  cent r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ' ~  

W h i n  eight years, the govemment had also wiped out illiteracy through the expansion of 

the educationai system and the promotion of 'litemcy brigades' which targeted the 

countryside. Malnutrition was a h  eradicaîed. In addition, si@cant agrarïan refom 

was also undertaken to the benefit of the Mal population Prior to 1959, sugar 

companies owned 75 pet cent of arable land1o5 By 1970'34 percent of Cuban arable 

land was divided into private f d y  plots (to a maximum of 165 acres) and the remainder 

was turned into co-operatives to be wodced by the rural proletariatLo6 

In order to promote a sense of nationai pride, the govemment undertook a 

massive campaign to promote Cuban achievements in arts and sports. Cuban artists were 

awarded tremendous economic backing; arts-focused schools were built and an 

appreciation of Cuban art was encourageci through such endeavours as the elunination of 

entrance fees at art gaileries and the inclusion of Cuban artistic achievements as part of 

the school curriculum. Similady, Cuban nIm experienced a tremendous boost through 

the creation of the Cuban Film Institute; Cuban films came to be regularly featured at 

world film festivals. Dance also benefited; the National Bailet of Cuba, led by ballerina 

Alicia Alonso, became one of the world's foremost dance companies. A love of Literahue 

was also fostered; the number of titles prïnted rose eight-fold between 1958 and 1973. 

and the number of books printed rose h m  900,000 to 28,000,000 over the same 

period-'07 Cuban musicians also benefited fÎom the promotion of the arts. Not only was 

Cuban music, such as el son, cha-cha-cha, salsa and rnerengue promoted through 

l m  Malcolm Gillis, et al., eds., The Economics of Development (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 
1992). ~ 2 5 9 .  .. . 
'O3 Ibid- 
lM Ibid. 
'OS Burns, p.279. 
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training facilities, public concerts and a wide availability of titles, but popular Northern 

music, such as the Beatles, was banneci. 

The government afso Invested heavily in athletics. Numerous training fac:ilities 

were built and athletes were upheld as mie models. Cuban coaches, for example, 

received worldwide recognition of their achievernents and were recruited intemationally. 

Cuba also came to dominate such diverse athletic pufsuits as Tae Kwon Do, basebail, 

boxing and track and field. The Cuban National basebali team, for example, has won ten 

Amateur Baseball World Series and four gold medals at the Pan American games.'08 

Another important source of national pride, which served to dimlliish 

culWinteniai dependency, was the successful implemeatation of wide-ranging social 

welfhre programs. The government reIied on the participation of the masses to erect its 

'pillars of the revolution-' The campaign against illiteracy is one such example. Given 

the particularly high rate of illiteracy amongst rurai Cubans, the government organized a 

literacy brigade of young students to go into the counhyside to teach basic literacy. It 

was through this type of popular participation that illiteracy was eradicatd It was a 

similar story in the field of health care. In 1959, Cuban doctors lefi the country in 

alamiing numbers, approximately 7,000 in total, creating a vacuum of physicians.'Op 

Within 20 years, the number of physicians in the country had beea restored to its pre- 

Revolutionary nurnbers. ' 'O Furthemore, the quality of Cuban health care was 

exceptionaiiy high. -The infant mortality rate plummeted to 12 per thousan& the crude 

death rate dropped to 7 per thousand and Me expectancy uicreased to 76 years.L '' In fact, 

the World Health Organization recruited more doctors fiom Cuba than any other country. 

The effect of these achievements with respect to cultural dependency cannot be 

overstated, The fact that a small Caribbean island had achieved these results, 

unparalleled elsewhere in Latin Amenca and the Caribbean, had the effect of diminishing 

the pre-Revolutionary dependent mentality that Cubans had experienced, as detailed in 

the previous chapter. Cubans were clearly not ody capable of goveming themselves, but 



also of achieving amstic. athietic and social results on a level equal to the economically 

powerfüi Western countries- 

Conclusiun 

It is evident that h m  1959 to 1989, Cuba experienced a situation of economic 

dependency. Iadeed, the anaiysis presented above demonstrates that the Cuban situation 

meets Theotonio dos Santos' def'uiition of dependency. Cuba codd clearly ody 

"expand ... as a reflection" of Soviet econornic expansion; the USSR dominatecl Cuban 

trade, was the primary source of vital Cuban imports, such as oil, owned Cuba's foreign 

debt and subsidwd its economy. This economic dependency was used by the Soviets to 

mould the Cuban economy to serve its own interests. The economy was relegated to 

sugar monoculture and large-scale attempts at industriaikation and diversification were 

haited. This heightened economic dependency was, in tum, used to further Soviet 

interests with respect to Chha and the US. Accordingly, Fidel Castro's assertion that his 

Revolution fkeed the country fiorn dependency and subsequent exploitation is incorrect. 

However, thepattern of dependency was rnarkedly dBerent h m  that pnor to the 

Revolution. In contrast with the US., the Soviets' interest in Cuba was primarily 

strategic. They extracteci no economic surplus fiom the island, and, in fact, subsidized 

the economy to the extent of $ I A billion per annum. l2 

More importantly, the Revolution brought about a decreased political 

dependency and the country's lowest level of internaVcultural dependency. Indeed, for 

the fkst tirne in its history, the govemment achieved charismatic, legal-rational and 

performance legitimacy- Domestically7 the rise in govemmentd legitimacy and the 

decrease in interna1 dependency helped to erase the remahders of the Plattist mentality 

and to end previous patterns of internai domination. Moreover, the Cold War Cuban 

example had important theoretical implications; it showed that cultural dependency could 

be overcome even in situations of high economic dependence. 



CHAPTER FOUR= CUBA AND THE NEW XNTERNATIONAL 
POLICTICAL ECONOMIC ORDER 

The coliapse of the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc's rapid transition to 

capitalism were foreseen by few observers, including Fidel Castro- Within a space of 

months, the Cuban government was forced to confiont a radically Mirent  economic and 

political reality- Marcos Portal, the Cuban Minister of Basic Industries remarked, "We 

went to bed one night and when we woke up, the Soviet Union was gone, so we had to 

begin all over again. The same thing had occurred yearo before with the United States- 

This is not going to happen again to us."' Francisco Lope2 Segrera of UNESCO has 

sufnmarized the sudden chalienges faced by the Cubans: "the Cuban govemment ha0 

been d e a h g  with the fd of the Eastern bloc, the US. blockade, the emergence of a uni- 

polar world, the economic and social crises of the south, the victory of neo-liberalïsm and 

the need to reintegrate Cuba into a new type of global 

On the heels of the developments in Eastern Europe, after the fa11 of the Berlin 

Wall, analysts were quick to predict the Cuban Revolution's irnpending demise. Titles 

and headlines such as T h e  Cuban Revolution is History," became de rigeur.' The 

obvious fdacy of such statements and predictions underlines the uniqueness of the 

Cuban case and the limited use of analyses based on the Eastern European example. In 

order to understand what the implications of this changed international political economic 

order are for Cuba's fbture, an in-depth analysis of the curent tensions and contradictions 

is necessary. 

Taken fiom a broader perspective, the case of Cuba is highiy relevant as it 

provides an example of the chalienges that any Third World country may confiont should 

it choose to pumie an alternative to the increasingly prevalent neo-liberal route. 

Francisco Lope2 Segrera of UNESCO has stated, "mf Cuba fa&, it will have tragic 

- - 
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consequences not only for the island but at a global level, both in the South and in the 

NO&-'A 

As with previous periods of Cuban history, dependency theory, again, provides a 

usefül vehicle for an S e p t h  analysis of the curent Cuban crisis. Its use in the previous 

chapters has served to provide a soiid understanding of the Cuban economy and polity by 

placuig it within a historical and international context Iit this chapter, dependency thwry 

highlights the intemal Ection that is resulthg as Cuba's polity and economy adjust to the 

new internationai political economic order. Indeed, the anaiysis presented below 

concludes that Cuba's pattern of dependency ha9 again changed. It is clear that although 

the economy has diversifid, it is dl highly dependent on foreign investment for 

techoology, foreign exchange and employment. However, in wntrast with the 1959-89 

period, and the experience of other Carïbbean and Latin American corntries, the 

government has successfiüly resisted influence attempts in the political domain, 

exhibiting a remarkably low level of politicai dependence. The greatest challenge to the 

government is the weakening of the Link between thepahia and the Revolution. The 

market reforms introduced to increase Cuba's economic growth have undennined the 

pillars of the Revolution and clashed with the Revolutionary identity fostered by the 

govemment This, in tum, has served to decrease governmental legitimacy and presents 

the largest threat to Castro's leadership. 

Objective and Format 

In this chapter, I shail atternpt to use dependency theory to explain the tensions 

and contradictions that Cuba faces as it attempts to create a "third way" for itself amidst a 

predominantly neo-liberal, uni-polar and globalized world I shall first provide a brief 

outline of the results of the collapse of the Soviet Union on Cuba's economy. 1 will then 

outline the economic reforms that have been undertaken, measure these against Carme10 

Mesa-Lago 's indicators of economic dependency and introduce other indicators relevant 

to the current international economy. 1 wiii then analyze how this economic dependency 

and the international political order have shaped Cuba's polity, highlighting the intemal 

codicts. Next, 1 will provide an analysis of internai dependency. Last, 1 will summarize 



my Gnduigs and attempt to isolate the challenges that Cuba faces as it attempts to work 

the Revolution around its new economic and politicai reaiïty and vice versa. 

It should be noted that this chapter provides Little by way of a cornparison of the 

fomerly socialist economies of Eastern Europe and Cuba This is due to the 

substantiaüy diffierent political-economic histories of the corntries. While both Cuba and 

Eastern Europe have been subjected to similar extemal pressures, their histories are 

significantly different. For example, uniike Eastern Europeaus, Cubans viewed their 

Revolution to be an outgrowth of the assertion of their sovereignty, and %e redemption 

ofpahia, which implied above ail independence, seEdetermination, and national 

sovereignty - specincaiiy h m  the United a ta tes."^ It is the refusal to acknowIedge this 

link between the Castro govenunent and thepahia that has triggered the myriad of 

publications predicting the Cuban govemrnent 's imminent collapse! Mexico's polity, 

however, serves as an informative source of cornparison- As noted in the previous 

chapter, Mexico is effectively a one-party state, ruled by PRI (Partido Revolucionario 

Inslihcionac). Further, the PRI evolved, as the late Mexican p e t  and commentator, 

Octavio Paz, noted, as an authentically Mexican institution that was shaped by Mexico's 

unique historical experience. Both the PRI and the PCC evolved out of immensely 

popular revolutions which souglït to assert national independence. For example, the PRI, 

particularly under Lazaro Cardenas' leadership, instituted numerous economic nationalist 

policies, such as the nationalization of Mexico's lucrative oil industry. Fuaher, the PRI- 

govemrnent has been subjected to considerable international, primarily U.S., pressure to 

develop a multi-party system. 

Economic CriSîk & Refonn 

As stated aùove, the fd of the Soviet Union came as a surprise to most observers. 

Rather than an amed coup, the Eastern European govemments appeared to dissolve in 

the face of mass dernonstrations. Castro himself admitted that he had not foreseen such a 

Louis A. Pérez, Cubx Between Refom and Revolution (Toronto: Oxfod University Press, 1995). p. 397. 
ibid., p.398 



course of events? Accordingly, the Cuban economy was U-prepared and was 

consequently devastated by the events which followed, 

Due to their own financiai c o n s ~ t s  and pressure h m  the US., the Soviets 

refùsed to extend credits to Cuba and withdrew subsidies, the combined effect of which 

has been estimated at a loss of USS2.1 billion per year! Further, the Russians demmded 

repayment of the 15 billion mble debt in US dollars, rather than nibles, and stopped the 

shipment of amis? The Cuban debt to GDP ratio rapidly rose to 30 per centLo The 

exchange rate, which had been pegged at US$1: 1 Cuban peso, sLyrocketed to 130 pesos 

to the US. dollar, providing the average Cuban with a monthiy incorne equal to U S 2  per 

month. '' Markets for Cuban goods were lost, decreasing exports by 80 per cent,12 as 

weii as sources of imports. Imports plunged by 75 per cent, l3 includîng key imported 

commodities, such as oïl, which was imported at 10 per cent of previous levels.'* Within 

three years, the Cubans lost 70 per cent of their purchashg powerL5 and the GDP 

decreased by approximately 50 per cent. l6 In 1992, the Cuban government estimated 

the total cost of the collapse of Soviet bloc to Cuba's economy at USS5.7 billion." 

The economic crisis was intensified by the United States' economic blockade of 

the island. Not only is the island cut off b m  the world's largest consumer market, it is 

unable to purchase goods made by US. firms and foreign fimis conducting business in 

Cuba are subject to retaliatory measutes. Furthemore, Cuba has been able to secure only 

limited aid and loans because of the U.S. govemment's refiisal to participate in any 

organization which extends credit to the island, In Decernber of 1998, Carlos Lage, Vice 
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President of the National Assembly, stated that the embargo costs the island 

approximately US$800 million per year. '* 
The dissolution of the socialist camp, the US-imposeci embargo, the rise of 

globalkation, and the emergence ofuni-polarity have left Cuba with few alternatives. As 

a result, the govemment has declareci a "special p d  in a time of peace." As part of 

this special penod, the govemment introduced austerity measures and some limïted 

economic refom. However, when riots broke out over power cuts and food shortages in 

Havana in August of 1994, the govanment chose to implement more far-reaching 

re f~mis . '~  The aims of the refomis have been three-fol& to increase hard currency 

eatnings, to cut the deficit and to increase the supply of goods and services." These 

reforms have had the added performance requlrement of mhimhhg the level of 

inequality while not jeopardizing political control of the regimeF1 

The govemment has adopted a six-pronged approach to its refomis. The most 

significant are: the legalkation of dollars, the faïiitation and pursuit of foreip 

investment, the promotion of hard currency earning sectors, decreased expenditures, the 

legalization of self-employment and agran*an refom. Three ofthe above refoms - the 

legalization of public possession of dollars, the pursuit of foreign investment and the 

promotion of the hard currency earning sectors - were introduced in order to increase the 

govemment's foreign exchange eamings. 

The govemment legalized public possession of dbllars in August of 1993. The 

unofficial exchange rate was 130 pesos to USâ1 and black marketeering was rampant." 

This move capitalized on the potentiai of remittances fkom Miami. Indeed, within four 

years, these remittances accounted for 20 per cent of Cuba's total dollar income. " The 

govemment then created various retail outlets at which Cubans could spend their douars. 

'' Caribbean & Central America Report, Jmuacy 19,1999. This figure reprcsents appmxhately 40 per cent 
of Cuba's total impon bill. lulio Cananza Valdés, et ai., Cuba= Rcstmcturin~ the Economy - A 
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The prices at these stores were uiflated so that the government couid use the surplus for 

redistri'bution and other endeavours. These stores were moderately successfùl and, in 

1997, accounted for 17 per cent of Cuba's total dollar incorne?* 

Ln an attempt to eam hard currency and also to boost fledgling industries, the 

Cuban government has aggressively courteci foreign investment. In order to attract 

investors, the government has prornised unlimited profit repatriation for the first ten 

years, generous tax holidays, duty fke zones. investment security, the potentiai for 100 

per cent omership of enterprises, and has waived requirexnents for quotas of Cuban 

labour? This endeavour has proved to be highly successfûl. The U.S.-Cuba Trade 

Council reported that h m  1990 to 1999, announced foreign investment was USS6.1 

billion? This investment is also notable because it is highiy diversified in its origins. In 

descending order, the chief investors are: Canada, Mexico, Austraiia, South a c a ,  M y ,  

Spain, the Netherlands, B razil and r rance? 
In order to increase h a d  currency earnings, the govemment has aiso awarded 

priority to the tourism, biotechnology and sugar sectors of the economy. Since 1990, the 

tourism indusûy has grown steadily at a rate of approximately 19.3 per cent per year.28 

The number of toUnsts has increased h m  243,026 in 1985 to over 1.4 million in 1 W8F9 

Ln December of 1998, the Tourism Minister, Osmany Cienfuegos, stated that the industry 

grossed USS1.8 billion in 1998 aione, and accounted for 43 per cent of total revenues.'* 

However, 70ger cent of the govemment's revenue fkom tourism has had to be spent on 

imports to support the industry." 

Biotechnology has been the recipient of sizable govement investment. The 

govement injected USâ800 million in 1990 done." In fact, Cuba awards a higher 
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priority to the development of biotechnology than any other country, with the exception 

of 1a~an.3~ This heavy investrnent appears to have paid ofE By 1991, the industry was 

self-financing and medical developments, such as hepatitis B vaccines, meningitis B 

vaccines (the first in the world) and an epidermal growth fxtor for skin regeneraîion, 

were being exporteci to Russia, India, Brazil, Sweden, Finland, Mexico, Italy, Spain, 

Pem, Chile, Panama, Argentina, Costa Rica and veneniclau Further, by 1994, medical 

products were Cuba's fourth largest export eamer? 

The sugar industry, by contrast, bas fived remarkably less weU. New cornpetitors, 

such as China, appeared, flooding the world sugarmarket and thereby h a t i c a i l y  

reducîng its price. Compormdmg the problem, the zcitta (sugar hanrest) has fden short 

of targeted levels in every year since 1990. In 199 1, Cuba produced 8.1 million tonnes of 

sugad6 This amount feu to 3.3 million tonnes in 1995 and has hovered amund 3 million 

tonnes each year thereafter?' These developments cost the Cuban government an 

estimated US$ 10 billion fiom 1992 to 1997? ln its publication, Cuba: A Guidefir 

Canadion Business, the Canadian govemment has cited the principal causes for this 

shoafdî in output as inadequate supplies of inputs (particularly f e e r s )  and excessive 

s~bsidization?~ However, factors such as inclement weather, demoralization of the work 

force and shortages of pesticides have also presented  obstacle^.^ 
The rapid rise of the Cuban deficit also spwed economic reform The Russians' 

demand for the repayrnent of loans in dollars, rather than rubles, coupIed with the drastic 

&op in the island's GDP, rapidly brought the Cuban debt to GDP ratio to 30 per cent, 

making Cuba the most indebted country in Latin America '' In order to senrice the 

- - 
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deficit, the govemment was required to engage in activities to increase its foreign 

currency eamings and to drasticdy curtaii its spending, targeting social services, the 

provision of goods, and subsidies to non-productive state enterprises. 

While the govemment has not shut down any hospitals or clinics. medical 

supplies are scarce. Medicines, such as insuiin, are supplied reguiarly in the doiiar 

pharmacies, but not in the peso 42 Painkillers such as aspiri. are equally 

difncult for the average Cuban to purchase?3 As a result, Cubans are increasingly 

himing to the black market to purchase mediches. In addition, worker absenteeism has 

reached record levels in this sector due to meagre salaries, difflculties with travel to the 

workplace and deteriorating working conditions. 

The education system has been similady dowascaled. No schools have been 

closed down, but basic educational necessities, such as pens, text books, and pqer, are in 

shoa supply. h addition, gtantts to students entering university have been substantially 

reduced. 

Provisions for the unemployed have also been drastically reduced. Massive lay- 

offs have talcen place as the govemment has ended subsidies to and/or closed down its 

unproductive enterprises? However, the compensation provided to unemployed workers 

has been scaled back. Whereas in the past the govemment provided unlimited 

unemployment benefits to workers who had been laid off, now those workers who do not 

accept a job offered to them by the state, or h d  an altemative source of employment, are - 
entitled to a maximum of only one year of unemployment compensation." 

The amount of goods and services supplied to the population as part of their 

libreta, or rations, has been cut in an effort to reduce the deficit? Two hundred formerly 

readily avaiiable consumer goods were added to the ration list, dong with 300 

rnedi~ines.~' Such staples as soap, razors and clothing became scarce. Food was rationed 

to such an extent that by 1993, the average caloric daily intake was 2000 calories, a thirty 
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percent decrease fkom 1989, and one fi& lower than what the World Heaith 

ûrganization considers necessary? Rations of gas to both the pubiic and private sector 

were reduced by 50 per cent,4g Slmilarly, various services such as electricity and 

transportation were cut back- hiring 1993, the average household had access to 

electricity for approximately six to seven hours day? Bus services were reduced by 

40.5 percent and train semces by 384  percent due to the unavdabüity of mechanical 

parts for the b w s  and the energy shortage? This made t ravehg to work very 

cumbersome, as waits of up to 3 hours for buses were not uncommon." 

From a purely economic point of view, these austerity measures appear to have 

worked. The defîcit has decreased h m  30 per cent of the GDF to 2 percent (as of 

1 9 9 p  

In order to increase the supply of goodo and services, the govenmient has 

reformed the agricultural sector and legalized self-employment for certain occupations. 

The agricu1tura.i sector was the subject of far-reaching reform. In September of 

1993, the govemment divided up over half its land holdings in order to create thousaads 

of CO-operatives." These co-operatives enjoy 'bnprecedented autonorny?* The UBPCs 

(Unidades Basicas de Prorhrccion Cooperativa) are in charge of theu own finances and 

elect their own leaders." They produce their own food but are required to fulfill thei. 

quota of produce to be sold to the state. By 1996, over 4,000 UBPCs were in operation 

- on approximately 52 per cent of total state agricuiturai land? In addition, the state 

Iegalized famiers markets (agropecuurios) in September 1994. This move has helped to 

decrease the food shortage and to make food available at prices considerably below those 

formerly prevailing on the black market" Material incentives have also been introduced 

to raise agriculhual workers' salaries, in an effort both to entice the population to partake 

Bengelsdo* The Problem of Democracy in Cuba, p.167. " Ibid- 
" latar-Hausrnann, p.88. 
" Fitzgerald, p. 183. 
ss Eckstein, p.108. 
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in agriculhiral work and to stimulate production?9 The agrarïan reform appears to have 

been effective; in 1996, agrïcultural production increased by 17.3 percent-m Further, the 

success of these measures has prompteci Cansdian govemment sources to conclude that, 

"once the right incentives are in place, Cuba can produce most ofits own food4' 

Self-employment has aiso been legalized in an attempt to provide a source of 

income for the govemrnent, as weli as Cuban entrepreneurs, and to provide the general 

population with a wider array of services. The govemment uses this sector to augment its 

income through the monthly fees charged for Licences and income tax. As of 1997, over 

170 occupations were "authorized for ~eif-ern~loyment.'*~ These occupations included: 

hairdresser, plumber, mechanie and puZuciare, fdycowned businesses However, all 

professions requiring a university degree have been excluded k m  this list63 It ig 

estimated that 15 per cent of the wodEing population is involved either directiy or 

indirectly with this sector? Unfortunatelly. statistics of the revenue eamed either by self- 

employed Cubans or the govexnment in this sector are w t  avaiiable. 

Indicators of EcononUc Depen- 

The use of indicators of economic dependency in the current Cuban case is rather 

difficult The economy is in a constant state of flux as it adjusts to the reforms, many of 

which are introduced and later reversed. In addition, the nature of the international 

economy has changea m a b g  other indicators of economic dependency more relevant 

than those used in the past Although Carme10 Mesa-Lago's uidicators of dependency 

were highly pertinent to the Cold War period, they are not as relevant to a post-Cold War 

period marked by the transnationalization of capital, globalization and "the victory of 

neo-liberalism." Accordingly, it is necessary to introduce other indicators of dependency. 

Unforhmately, given the Iack of dependency writing on the current period, there is no 

59 Havana residents, for example, have ben o f f i  the maximum salary provided by the state to work in 
agriculture for two years- In addition, bonus payments are also ma& to those who exceed the average 
deliveries to the state and the prices of  food putchascd h m  the farmcrs by the governent have been 
raised. Eckstein, p. 108. 
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commoniy employed set of indicators. As such, this section WU measure Post CoId-War 

economic dependency using both Carme10 Mesa-Lago's indicators, as weil as the 

foliowing: reiiance on foreign investment for technology, economic growth and 

emplo yment- 

Cuba's economy fxes particularly weU against the indicator of trade partner 

concentration. As discussed in the preceding chapters, Cuba expexienced a high trading 

partner concentration tbughout its history; pnor to 1990' 85 per cent of Cuba's trade 

was with the sociaiïst bloc6' and before the Revolution, trade with the United States 

comprised 70 per cent of total trade? FoUowing the break up of the Soviet Union, 

however, Cuba has ken  able to diversifj. its trading partners. Trade with Latin America 

and the Carïbbean cunently comprises 30 percent of total d e 6 '  and trade with the 

European Union another 30 per ca t?  The island's most signincant trading partners 

are: Canada, Spain, Mexico, Russia and ~ h i n d ~  Moreover, exports have been 

diversifie4 pavhg the way for the eliminaîion of sugar monoculture. Comprising 80 per 

cent of total export eaniings in 1990, sugar now constitutes just 46.6 per cent of export 

eamings. 'O Traditional exports, excluding sugar, now comprise 43.1 per cent of export 

eamings, foilowed by "new exports," such as biotechnology. at 10.3 per cent? 

However, it should also be recognized that through the proWeration of regional 

trading blocs and supranational organizations, such as the WTO, there has been a 

homogenizing ofthe intemational agenda, particularly with respect to the--called 

'tnumph of neo-~iberalism."~ This has meant that aithough the nurnber of trade partaers 

65 EMque Bdoyra and Roberto Loraao, "Soviet-Cuba Relations: the New Environment and its Impact," 
Conflict and Change in Cuba, eds, EM-que Baloyra and James Moms (Aibuquerque, New Mexico: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1993), p, 266, 
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1978), p. 149. 
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" 'Tirne Not Ripe for Cuba to Rejoin OAS," Latin American Weefly Report July 7, 1998, p309. 
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has increased substantially, their agendas are simiIar and combined influence attempts are 

possible, as the Gulf War example illustrates. 

Analysis of the application of Mesa-Lago's second indicator, reiïance on imports 

and their mix, presents inconclusive d t s -  In descendhg order, the major import 

commodities are: petroleum, food, machinezy and chemicals? Although machinery 

continues to comprise a large percentage of imports, little of this machinery is being 

channelled to the sugar industry, as was the case in the Cold War perïod. In addition, 

much of this machinery is needed to replace d e h c t  Soviet technology and for import 

substitution efforts. 

The application of Mesa-lago's uLdicator ofenergy import relïancc also presents 

rather mixed results. Prïor to 1990, the Soviets supplied 100 per cent of Cuba's  il?^ 
While Russia is still Cuba's largest supplier of petroleum, Venezuela has come to be a 

major source and negotiations are underway to purchse more oil h m  PEMEX 

(Petroleos Méxicanos). " However, the country's high level of dependency on imported 

energy has been increased in some respects. Pnor to 1990, the Russians supplied oil to 

Cuba through the generous terms of the sugar-for-oil swap, which satisfied domestic 

requirements and also provided the island with a source of foreign exchange through re- 

exporthg barrels of oil. When this agreement was tenninated by the Russians, Cuba was 

forced to purchase oil at pnces prevaiiing on the world market Despite cuîting the 

pnvate and public sector's supply by 50 per cent, half of ail hard currency eamings were 

spent on the purchase of crude oïl? ThÏs increased expenditure, in tum, has meant that 

large-scale alternative energy projects, such as the Juragua nuclear reactor, which was 

expected io supply the equivalent of 1.2 million tonnes of oil per year, have been 

effiectively abandoned? However, the govemment has not completely discarded 

alternative energy projects. It has instead chosen to experiment with smaller-scale 

alternative sources of energy, such as hydro-electricity and solar power," and officials at 

the Cuban Energy Commission have stated that they are aiming to develop alternative 

-- 
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energy sources to the point where they supply the equivalent of eight million tonnes of 

petroleum?9 Further, domestic petroleum production capabilities are currently being built 

up; Marcos Portal has stated that oil production has more than quadnipled in numemus 

oil fields due to the investment in Western te~hnology?~ This investment appears to be 

paying off; domestic petroleum sources now supply 30 per cent of Cuba's elecîrïcity. * 
Mesa-Lago's indicator of foreign debt dependence illustrates a d u c e d  level of 

dependency. As explained in Chapter 3, the Soviet Union had been Cuba's primary 

creditor, subsiduing the economy and providing sofl loans. However, Soviet aid to Cuba 

ceased following the break up of the Soviet Union and the aid that the island now 

receives is very small in scope, owing largely to the U.S. blockade. The Cuban 

govemment has been successful in repaying much ofits Russian-owned debt and has 

rnanaged to diversify its creditors. As of mid-1997, Iapan was Cuba's largest creditor, 

owning 21 -4 per cent of Cuba's debt, followed by Spain at 13 per cent, France at 12.8 per 

cent, and Argentha, Britain, Germany, Itdy, Mexico and ~witzerland?~ 

Study of Cuba's level of economic dependency through the indicators mggesteci 

by Carme10 Mesa-Lago present a rather glowing picture of Cuba's reduced level of 

economic dependency. However, a deepa analysis, which takes greater account of post- 

Cold War international developments, presents a somewhat bleaker picture. hdeed, 

study of Cuban dependence on foreign sources for technology, economic growth and 

employment suggests a fm greater level of economic dependency. 

Reliance on the foreign sector as a source of employment is rather difficult to 

measure. There is no estimate published of the number of jobs created by foreign capital. 

However, statistics published by the Centre for Studies of the Cuban Economy (CEEC) 

show a rapidly increasing percentage of Cubans employed by the non-state sector. As of 

?i1a Haines, "Nuclear Plant Way Behind Schedule," Cuba Bushess iune 1992, p.3, cited in Fitzgerald, 
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1997,20 per cent of employed Cubaus were working in the non-state sector, up four-fold 

fiom ~989 . '~  

The indicator of reliance on foreign capital for economic growth suggests a high 

degree of economic dependence. It is the large influx of remiremittances and investment that 

have bailed the economy out of its depression. Ironicaiiy, remittances h m  abmad, for 

example, are the island's largest source of hard cumncy, comprishg appmximately 20 

per cent of the totaLW Tourism is the second Largest source of foreign exchange? 

Further, many of the hard cwency-earning traditionai expoctsl such as  rum, tobacco and 

ci- fiuits have had their cornpetitiveness increased by heavy foreign i~vestment?~ 

As with the indicator of reliance on foreign sources for domestic employment, the 

indicator of reiiance on foreign sources for tezhnoiogy illustrates a mixed degree of 

dependency. It is clear that the island is highly dependent on foreign sources for 

technology for industriaikation This is made particularly acute because of the island's 

wide use of now dehct  Soviet technology. In the areas of mining, telecommunications 

and petroleum, for example, the govemment has been forced to pursue foreign 

investment because of a lack of technology. In the oil and gas sector, the govemment has 

authorized Canadian, French, British and Swedish fïrms to operate 19 of 32 offshore and 

onshore exploration sites8' Correspondingiy, as mentioned above, the replacement of 

Soviet technology has resulted in the quadrupling of output at numemus oil refineries." 

- However, it is important to note that this dependence is somewhat rnitigated by the f a t  

that Cuba is not reliant on any single sourîe of technological transfer, as it was with the 

Soviet Union. 
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Politr'cd Depenrtency 

Anaiysis of the Cuban polity, based on the indicators used in Chapter 3, illustrate 

that despite the island's extensive reliance on foreign investment to stimulate the 

economy and intensifieci US. econornic aggression, only a limited de- of politicai 

dependency has resultd Xndeed, the Cuban govemment has proved bigMy successful in 

resisting extemal innuence attempts. In fact, the indicator of control over domestic 

decision-making suggests that the level of political dependency has decreased following 

the collapse of the Soviet Uni011 However, measurement of Cuba's ability to maintain 

domestic order and unïty and to project its foreign policy Interests shows rather mixed 

results. 

Analysis of the Cuban goveniment's autonomous domestic decision-making 

capacity i11ustrates a very low Ievel of dependency. Fidel Castro continues to direct 

policy and the govemment ha, resisted extemal changes to the decision-making structure. 

Notably, Castro has stiU retained his presidency despite the economic hardships. Ia 

addition, all high-ranking govemment officiais are loyal Fidelistas. For example, Rad  

Castro heads the Revolutionary Amied Forces, Ricardo Alarc611 is the president of the 

National Assembly, and Carlos Lage is the Vice President, the National Bank President is 

Francisco Soberon and the Foreign Minister is Felipe Pérez Roque; ail are renowned for 

their unwavering support of Fidel Castro. Furthemore, the National Assembly ha9 never 

failed fo unanimousIy approve a motion initiated by Fidel. 

The 1992 Constitutional amendments fùrther illustrate the govemment's Limited 

political dependency. US. pmpaganda effor t~~~and international pressure have 

concentrated on influencing Castro to intmduce a multi-party political system, although 

the Cuban population has not expressed a significant desire for this type of political 

system. However, Castro has steadfastly refuseci to buckle under this pressure, 

introducing only limited steps towards decentraikation after extensive consultation with 

the population through workers' parliamentS. It is here that cornparison b the PR[ is 

particularly usefil. The PR1 has been able to maintain control over the polity while 

g9 These inciude the ~romise of miIlions of dollars in aid in the ment of Castro's overthrow. 
" Peter Roman, ' ' ~ ~ r k e n  Puliameno in Cuba," Latin Amencan Perspectives Issue 87, Vol. 22, No.4, Fa11 
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making the transition between drarnatically different economic systems, such as  the 

switch fiom import substitution to economic liberaiization. However, closer relations 

with the United States, globaiïzation and neo-liberalkm have combined to Iessen the PRI 

govemment's absoiute control over the polity. For example, Mexico's recent local 

elections were overseen by international observers and witnessed the election of 

numerou non-PRI politicians, mostly fiom the nght wing PAN (Partido Accibn 

Nacional) aad the leftist PRD (Partido de Co RevoluciOn Democratica). 

Study of the govemment's ability to maintain domestic order and unity also 

presents somewhat mixeci resdts. S e v d  obsemers have pointed to govemmental 

officiais', particularly Castro's fkpent trips overseas as proof of their popular support, 

hdeed, leaders of governments that are unable to presexve domestic order will rarely take 

trips overseas for fear of rebeilion in their absence. Further, the govemment has relaxed 

certain previous controls. Religious &dom is now permltted and the govemment has 

gone so f z  as to invite the Pope to give mass. However, although Cubans have taken to 

the streets en masse oniy once, the population has been engaging in indirect forms of 

resistance. In her book, Back From the Future: Cuba Under Castro, Susan Eckstein 

listed the various forms of protest, 

1. emigration 
2. political protest 
3. cultural resistance: the growing involvement of Cubans in Mo-Cuban c m ,  

such as santeria and other religious sects - 
4. labour disobedience: production has been sabotageci h u g h  absenteeism and 

petty theft; and defiance of the law, comption, petty theft and black 
marketeeruig are at record levels?' 

The govemment also continues to crack down on dissidents, imprisoning those who 

engage in 'counter-revolutionary' activities. The 1999 Pend Law, for exampie, has 

introduced harsher rneasures to deai with politicai opposition?2 However, it should be 

'' Susan Eckstein, "Respowa to Edelstaa," Latin Amerïcan Perspectives Issue 87, VolU. No A. Fa11 
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noted that the government justifies such cIamp-downs as necessary due to United States' 

aggressive campaign to remove the Castro government fiom power. 

The thkd indicator, that of the govemment's ability to project its foreign policy 

interests, again suggests a varied level ofdependency. While Cuba has had to 

dramatically scale back its intemationaiism, it has largely been successful in wuining 

international condemnation of the United States' embargo and has rnauaged to avoid 

isolation. 

Cuba's intemationalism has traditionaiIy been viewed as an extension of its 

Revolution. As detailed in Chapter 3, Cubaas have had an active d e  in revolutionary 

activities in Nicaragua, Grenada and Angola However, intemationalist efforts have been 

Iargely abandoneci. Castro himself has stated that "[nlow our intemationalist efforts 

should be focused on defending and presenring the Cuban Revolution ...Our greatest 

internationalist duty is to defend this trench, this bastion of ~ocialism."~~ One such 

example of Cuba's reduced intemationalism is the FZLN (Frente Zopatiitîz de Liberaci'n 

Nacional) movement in the Mexican state o f ~ h i a p a s . ~ ~  This movement has declami its 

central goal to be '90 struggle so that land, housing, worlc, food, health, education, 

information, culturey independence, democracy, justice, liberty and peace are made a 

reality for ail Mexic-" and has denounced foreign intervention in Mexico. 95 It is 

highly likely that this movement would have won Cuban support prior to 1989, since its 

ideas and bctics were in Line with Cuban principles for 'exporthg revolutiod In 1997, 

for example, EZLN (Ejercito Zapcitikta de LiberaciOn Nacional) Subcomandante Marcos 

stated that Che Guevara is a source of inspiration for his movement? However, in June 

of 1998, Fidel Castro denounced Marcos' revolutionary tactics, and publicly stated that 

the best strategy is negotiation with the Mexican government, the PRI. a government 

notorious for its violent repression of the Mexican indigenous population. This refusai to 

93 Eckstein, Back From the Funire: Cuba Under Castro, p.106. 
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encourage revolutionary methods was Wrely due to Castro's reluctance to alienate Cuba's 

second largest investor. 

In addition, Cuba's economic hardships have led to the elimination of numaous 

smaii-scaie intemationalist programs, such as costly scholarship programs to AfÏican and 

Latin American students. Recently, however, the government has offered some 

scholarships to students in the region, aithough they have been on an ad hoc basis. 

Moreover, previously fÎiendly governments, such as Angola, are gohg to great lengths to 

distance themselves h m  Cuba. In the case of Nicaragua, the Aiemiin govemment 

rebuffed Castro's offer of Cuban QCtors to help in the hunicane-ravaged areas of the 

c0untryPf 

Where the Castro govemment ha9 show11 a remadcable ability to project its 

foreign policy interests is in winning intedonai condemnation of the United States' 

bfockade of the island and avoiding isolation. For example, in the wake of the Helms- 

Burton Law, the European Union (EU) and Canada filed a suit at the World Trade 

Organization (WTO), declaring the Law's extra-temtoriality to be a violation of 

international trade law. Similarly, the United Nations General Assembly has voted seven 

times, each time by an overwhelming major@, to c d  for an end to the U.S. economic 

blockade of the i ~ l a n d . ~ ~  The Pope's recent visit to Cuba M e r  illustrates the 

international support for the island Known for his intense anti-Communism, the Pope 

surprised audiences by calling for an end to the embargo, stating, "everyone can and 

ought to take steps towards [ending Cuba's i~olation]."~~ 

Similarly, the United States' atternpt at isolating Cuba, by refusing to participate 

in organizations in which Cuba has membership, is eaming condemnation from its allies 

and causing some organizations to actively pumie Cuban membership. At the most 

recent Summit of the Americas, numemus heads of state condemned the U.S. 

governent for refushg to permit Cuban membership. Canadian Prime Minister Jean 

Chrétien, for example, denounced the U.S.'s action and, in a symbolic move, flew to 

" "Nicaragua Rejecîs Cuban mer,'' AP Mine November 2,1998. It is suspectcd that Alemiri refùsed 
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Cuba on completion of the OAS meeting, Similarly, Brazilian head of state, Fernando 

Henrique Cardoso, condemned Cuba's exclusion, r e f e h g  to Castro as '?he great 

absentee" and stating that his presence is necessary 'Tor us to be able to say, tomorrow, 

that our America is one."'O0 Cuba's exclusion h m  the OAS has been negated somewhat 

through ALADI's (the Latin American IntegratÏon Association) recent unanimous vote to 

inchde Cuba among its membership, 'OL and Cuba's 1994 inclusion into CARICOM 

(Caribbean Comrnunity) and the ACS (Association of Canibbean States) despite U.S. 

protests. 'O2 

Intemal Depenriency 

From 1959 to 1989, the Cuban Revolutionary government erected what have been 

termed the ' piiiars of the Revolution, ' as detailed in Chapter 3. These pillars included the 

creation of a universal health care system, an advanced educational system, and the 

universal provision of basic services. Further, the Revolution cultivated a Cuban identity, 

based on 'RevoIutionary principles,' such as equaiity- The construction of these pillars 

and the fostering of a 'Revolutionary' identity, coupled with the declaration of 'Cuba for 

Cubans,' resulted in the establishment of a link between the Revolution and thepatriu. 

As political economist, Ruth Pearson, noted, '?here was a substantial coincidence 

- between individual and collective benefits and people saw a congruence between the 

maintenance of the Revolutionary system of economic organization and theu own 

family's livelihood, prospects and st~ate~ies."~~.' However, Little remains of this 

coincidence of interests. The economic reforms put in place to mitigate the impact of the 

changed international politicai economic order have undermined the pillars of the 

Revolution and have clashed with the Cuban identity. The social welfare system has 

suffered fiom govemment expenditure cut-backs, as has the provision of basic goods and 

services- Moreover, the economic reforms have had the effect of creating an 'econornic 
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apartheid.' Inequality has N e n  and the weight of the refonns has fden 

disproportionately on women and Afko-Cubans. Moreover, Cubans have corne to 

question the govemment's dedication to 'Cuba for Cubans' as elements of the pre- 

Revolutionary period re-emerge.IM Consecpently, the govemment is sufférhg a crisis of 

legitimacy, which presents the biggest challenge to the Castro leadership- 

Many Cubanologists have cited the regime's continued legitimacy as the principal 

reason that Cuba has not expenenced a fate similar to that of Eastem Europe. Indeeâ, the 

regirne's continued legitlmacy is key to its survivd- Andrew Zimbalist, author of several 

reviews of the Cuban politicai economy, has stated the Wie Revolution's changing 

legitimacy in the eyes of the Cuban people and its ability to adapt to the new world 

circumstances will be te lhg f ~ t ~ r s . . " ~ * ~  However, closer study of performance, legal- 

rational and charismatic legitimacy reveals that the govemment's legitimacy is tenuous. 

W e  changes in the political system have helped to maintain a relatively high degree of 

legd-rationai legitimacy, both performance and cbarismatic legitimacy have declined 

s~bstantially~ 

It is performance Legitimacy that is the most significant for maintaining the 

Revolution and it is also the area in which the govemment's authority is weakest. Latin 

Americanist Dick Parker has stated that '%e erosion of popular support could assume 

dangerous proportions if.. .the population begins to feel that its basic intetests are no 

longer adequately represented by the regime.'''06 Iri his extensive chronicling of public 

meetings, Cubanologist, Joel Edelstein, has concluded that "the Revolution's legitimacy 

has been maintained through equality, health, education, secure employment, national 

sovereignty and dignity and an active role in international ~olidarity~"~~' How, then, do 

the economic reforms imposed and the changed international political economic order 

affect these sources of legitimacy? 

-- 
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The Revolution can be viewed, to a degree, as a victim of its own success. As 

detailed in the previous chapter, the govemment's tremendous investment in social 

welfare prognuns has raised the island's human development index to a level equd to 

that of much of the West. An elaborate cde-to-the-grave social w e l f i  system has 

been developed, which has also included the elhination of unemployment. The 

constntction of this system has had a signincant impact on Cubans' political culture. 

Less than 30 per cent of the population can recaii either capitalism or the early years of 

the ~evolut ion, '~~ and Cuban social scientists have found that such pmgrams as zero 

unemployment, fke education, fke health care and heavily subsidized housing and 

utilities, are taken for granted and considerd to be integral parts of Cuban reality.'09 

These programs, however, are rapidly being emded by a shortage ofhds .  

Castro has repeatedly pointed out that despite the tremendous econornic h d h i p s  

the island has faced, and continues to fgce, not one hospital or schwl has been closed 

down. While this is an accurate staternent and a significant achievement, the scale of the 

programs has been severely reduced, as detailed above. in the field of health, both 

medical supplies and medicines are scarce, and medical s t a f f  are dispiritd However, 

what compounds the public disillusionment with these cut-backs is the fact that 

medicines are available in abundant supply in the dollar pharmacies. Similady, the 

touriît hospitals are plush, employ top Cuban doctors and are amply supplied with 

medical equipment, - 
As detailed above, the educationai system bas suffered similar cutbacks. 

However, what is more significant is the govemment's changed approach to education. 

For example, in an attempt to win support for, or at least understanding for the cutbacks, 

the officia1 Party newspaper, Granma, has been discussing the dangers of 'overeducating' 

yo~th.LLo The govenunent has ais0 stated that there is no need to continue to track 

students towards universities when it is agricultural workers that are needed."' This is a 

Harold0 Dilla and Rafael Hemandez, "Po l i t id  Culture and Popular Participation Li Cubq*' tram. 
Jennifer Abassi Dugan and Jem Diaz, riltin Amencan Perspectives Issue 69, Vol, 18, No. 2, Spring 199 1, 
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reversal of previous stated "Revvolutionary principles" and has served to M e r  alienate 

the younger generation- 

Both unemployment and underemployment have also become pervasive. Cuban 

economists estimate that one third of the population is underemployed, as compared with 

7 per cent in the late 1980s.' I2 Moreover, those that are employed have widely expresseci 

disiilusionment Their peso salaries range hxn Usa10 to $20 per month, rations are 

scarce and travelling to work is an arduous task due to the &quent 3 to 4 hour waits for 

buses. These complaints were fieqyently voiced in the numerous workers parliaments of 

1994. In one, for example, a Partagcis cigar worker expressed his concerns, saying, 

You say our biggest problem is absenteeism and you may be 
right. But I want to know why, given ai l  the hard cumncy we 
earn for the country, we're dnven to work on a flat bed tmck 
while others ride on buses!. . .You Say our factory made a lot of 
hard currency? We didn't make any hard cwrency; we made 
pesos and only pesos! Padr6n [in charge of the tobacco export 
business] got the hard currency; the sales people who seil to the 
tourists got the hard currency; the thieves who steal the tobacco 
to sel1 on the black market got the hard currency; but this 
factory and this workforce, where the cigars are produceâ, 
didn't see any hard ~ u r r e n c ~ ! ~ ' ~  

The govemment's inability to provide for basic matenal necessities has also 

served to lower its performance legitimacy. In 1993, the f d  shortage became so severe 

that 50,000 islanders lost their eyesight that year due to optic neuritis, which is caused by 

nutritional deficiencies' l4 In addition, as f d  scarcity has grown, queues have 

increased. In 1992, the average family vent 15 hours per week waiting in lines for basic 

foodstuffs.' l5 Again, the constant and abundant availability of such basic material goods 

in the dollar shops has increased disill~sionment"~ There is also an important indirect 

effect Cubans are increasingly coming to rely on a network of fnends and family to 

satisQ theK needs, as opposed to the govemment. In fact, the govemment has cded  on 

Cubans to tackle the shortfâil in go& themselves by setting up their own gardens to 

'12 Eckstein, Back Fmm the Future: Cuba Under Castro, ibid., p.106. 
"3 Peter Roman, "Workers Parliaments in Cuba," Lath Arnerican Perspectives Issue 87, Vol 22, No. 4, 
Fall 1995, p.47. 
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grow food and to make thek own items such as soap and candles, instead of waiting for 

the govemment to supply them.' " 

The govemment's refonns have also codicted with the identity fostered by the 

Revolution. This identity has been founded on the principles ofequality and national 

independence. Indeed, the issue of equality was raiseci in the numemus meetings held 

with the Cuban population in the many workers' parliaments of 1994. A survey 

published by the Centro de Estudios SocioopZiticos y de OpU>ibn, in February of 1994, 

found that "'to the question what was the greatest concern with regard to the economic 

measures, the new study produced a definite group of respomes: the fate of surplus 

workers, the effects on low-income workers and their families, the enrichment of people 

making ïilegal d e s  and other cmoks, and the effeçtiveness of the economic measues 

finaliy a d ~ ~ t e d " " ~  The so-calied 'doiiarization' of the econorny has had the effect of 

creating an economic apartheid The resulting inequality h m  the economic reforms 

adopted by the govemment and the hardships imposed fiom the fdi of the Soviet Union 

have effectively punished the most revolutionary aspects of society and rewarded those 

with family in Miami and those involveci in black market and other illegal activities. 

The govemment's maintenance of progressive policies, such as the promotion of 

women's and racial issues, which are tied to the principle of equality, has also withered 

under the new economic realities, conflicting with the Cuban identity that had been 

cultivated. One such example is in the domain of women's rights. During the Cold War, 

the Castro govemment made tremendous strides in the promotion of women's issues. 

However, it would appear that in an attempt to attract the tourist dollar to Cuba, concerns 

over women's issues have been o v d d e n .  For example, in an effort to increase tourism 

to Cuba, the Cuban tourist authorities hosted a Plqboy magazine tour of Cuba The 

magazine later published a feature article entitled, "The Guis of Cuba" In addition, the 

national tourist authority sponsored an international advertising campaign targeted at 

single men between the ages of 18 and 40.' l9 The results of these measures undertaken to 

- -  - - -- 
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increase tourism have been a dramatic rise in sex tourïsts to the island and slqr-rocketing 

levels of prostitution, comparable to those of the pre-Revolutionary perid'20 

Conespondingiy, in her analysis ofthe post 1989 Cuban politicai economy, Ruth 

Pearson noted the disproportïonate impact of the market reforms on Cuban women. In 

the course of her research, Pearson found that '%uornen do not have equal access to new 

opportunities created in the private sphere," and further, that there is "aa over- 

representation of women in the unemployed labour force and a notable exodus of older 

women h m  their posts, particuiarly in the civil service and the social ~ector."'~' Pearson 

also found that the burden of increased housework, due to the lack of availability- of 

goods and services, has f d e n  disproportionately on women. While the govemment has 

taken steps to reduce this burden, these merisures have w t  been sufticient to alieviate the 

disproportionality of the domestic responsibilities and have caused Pearson to conclude 

that '?he current crisis has, it would seem, put a brake on the desired movement towards 

domestic equality. ,r 122 

The economic crisis and reforms have also served to widen the racial divide. 

First, the majority of Cubaas living in Miami are white (estimated at over 95 per cent).'" 

This means that white Cubans are more Likely to receive remittances h m  abroad, and 

thus have greater access to the products and services available only in dollars. Second, 

pnvate enterprise has shown a preference for hiring whites over black ~ u b a n s . ' ~ ~  Thïrd, 

- prostitution has become increasingly racialized, with more black women becoming 

involved in prostitution, led by the demand nom foreign tourists.'" 

Castro's charismatic legitimacy has been a topic of much debate. Indeed, the 

findings of Cubanologists ciiffer substantially on this point While some point to 'hon- 

random" surveys in which the vast majority label him a "dictator," others steadfastly 

afnrm that he is widely viewed to be the "legitimate defender of Cuban sovereignty. 91126 

''O Pérez, p.392. 
12' Pearson, p.246. 
'" Ibid 
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These diffiering viewpoints can be explaineci by the fact that while most Cubans view him 

to be a skilied leader and a genuine supporter of Cuban sovereignty, the recent ecowmic 

developments have likely caused them to question his capacity for economic leadership. 

For example, on a waik through a section of Central Havana, Castro was met with chants 

of "tenemos harn6re," we are hungry.'27 What is clear is that "charisma hinges on proof 

of  ort th."^*^ Castro's continued charismatic authority is relyïng heavily on his past 

oveahrow of the Batista government and his adept defence of Cuban sovereignty, yet his 

govemmentYs performance legitimacy needs to be increased in order to M y  redore his 

own charismatic legihacy. 

The dramatic decline in the standard of living experienced by Cubans has dso 

affiected the govemment's legal-rational legitimacy because it has caused many Cubans 

to re-evaluate the system ofgovemment. A belief that the political apparatus was overly 

centralized has been widely expressed? Futhexmore, there was a pervasive view that 

participation in the political process was highiy ineffective, particularly at the decision- 

making stage, and that this was due, in large part, to the politicai institutions in place.'30 

As one Cuban professor noted, the Organs of Popular Power were neither popuiar nor 

powerful.13' It should be noted here that this does not suggest that there was a popular 

desire for a multi-party liberal democracy. The past experience of the Cubans, as detailed 

in the second chapter, coupled with that of other Latin American countries more recently, 

have caused most Cubanologists to conclude that there was a populat desire for 

decentralization but not a shift away h m  a one-party system. 

The Cuban government has taken numerous steps to maintain its legai-rational 

legitimacy. In the Constitutional convention of 1992, several important refonns were 

undertaken. First, religious believers were aliowed to be candidates for election. Second, 

ln CaroUee Bengelsdorf, "Responses to Edelstein," Latin Amencan Perspectives issue 87, Vol- 22, No. 4, 
Fa11 1995,0.29. 
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the Secretariat, Pohtburo and the Central Committee were streamiined; the Secretariat 

was eliminated in this process. In fat, the Party's payroli was reduced by two thirds.13' 

T b 4  the use of the secret b d o t  was declareci to be mandatory in aii elections of 

members and appointments to cornmittees at every le~el.'~' Fourth, the Constitution was 

amended to eliminate ail references to the "dictatorship of the pro le tari^"'" Similady, 

referenca to integration with the socialist bloc were replaced with references to 

integration with the Caribbean and Latin America, and the word %odcers'" was replaced 

with the word '+pie's. 97135 

The provincial systems of Popular Power were also amended significantIyY Most 

importantly, Provincial Assembly detegates are now elected by popdar vote, as opposed 

to appointed by municipal delegates. The Party has also limiteci its participation in the 

electoral commissions; the Party will no longer partake in the nomination of 

representatives. In addition, specinc attempts were made to rejwenaate the institutional 

apparatus by incorporating youth. The Central Committee experienced a 53 per cent 

turnover rateLM and the average age of National Assembly membexs was reduced to 

43 .13' 

It remains to be seen whether the refonns discussed above wiU be substantial 

enough to maintain the perception that the political system is both effective and reflective 

of Cuba. identity and reaiity. In one public meeting, a woman reporter highlighted the - 
contradiction between the achievements of the Revolution and the inclusion of effective 

participation in the political process, stating that officiais ". . .think that the people are in 

the '40s, the ' 50s or the '60s. They don't realize that the people have achieved an eighth 

or ninth grade education and that the leadership of this country has taught them to 
thinkthinkm 138 However, an encouraging note is the 93 per cent tunri)ut rate at the December 

1992 elections and the 88 per cent approval of the entire date of candidates.'39 
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Conclus~on 

It is clear that the fiùl of the Soviet Union and the rise ofa globalized, uni-polar, 

neo-liberal world has had profouad effects on the Cuban political economy, and caused 

its pattern of dependency to change yet again. While both economic and political 

dependency have lessened, numemus tensions and contradictions have arisen. Analysis 

of internai dependency, in particular, reveals a conflïct between the identity and 

expectations cultivateci by the Revolution prior to 1989 and the govemment's activities 

following 1990. It is clear that the govemment's ability to deal with this conflict will 

have the greatest impact on its continuecl support fiom Cuban society. 



CONCLUSION 

"A conscience, a vocation and a revolution will were, are and 9 dways wiii be more important thau money. 

As Cuba approaches the year 2000, it is clear that its Revolution faces new 

challenges. The Revolution has withstood the fd of its chief trading partner, source of 

economic support and ideological dy. Its economy has defied critics' predictiom of 

impending collape and has rebotmded to reach levels of growth in excess of 3% per year 

over the past four years.2 However, the new mtemational politid economic system is 

increasingly cornplex. It is rnarked by the rise and increasing predominance of political 

and economic systems that are at odds with the Revolution's political econom-c 

principles. Economically, the island faces tremendous hardships due to the US. 

embargo, its history of dependent development and globalkation. Politicaily, it rernains 

the target of US. aggression and has few ideoIogical allies. 

The object ofthis paper has not been to answer the question 'what will happen to 

Cuba,' but rather to analyze the tensions and contradictions that are being produced 

within Cuba as the Revolution pursues a third way within a globalized, uni-polar and 

increasingly neo-liberal international system. The study of these tensions and 

contradictions grows increasingiy relevant as the electoral successes of the Venezuelan 

Chiva  govemment and the Mexican PRD suggest that the former call for communism 

has been replaced with a growing desire within the LDCs to implement an option to the 

communist and neo-liberal paths. Accordingly, Cuba's success in chartkg a third way 

will provide an example to other underdeveloped countries of the challenges that the 

pursuit of such an option presents. In an attempt to avoid the pitfalls of many recent 

analyses of Cuba's political econorny, many of which have been premised on the Eastern 

European example and have ignored the specificity of the Cuban case, this thesis has 

Fidel Castro, cited in Cuba Mi Amor, ed. Gabriel Garcia Marquez (Verona, Italy: Parise Press, 1990), p* 
154, 
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aimed to provide a solid histoncal analytical fkmework through the use of dependency 

theory. 

Through the application of dependency theory, it is dear that h m  1492 to 1959, 

Cuba's economy was underdeveloped. The international capitalist system, imperïalism 

and the transplantation of 'primitive' capitalkm to Cuba combined to shape the Cuban 

political economy according to extemal (core) needs. As a result, diversification and 

industriaikation were impeded, thereby hampering horizontal and vertical economic 

development. Poiiticdy, U.S. and Spaoish govemments shaped the Cuban polity to 

facilitate their intewention in Cuban &airs and to prevent the creation ofpoliticai 

institutions reflective of Cuban pnnciples and needs- 

The Revolution evolved as an outgrowth of a rejection ofcenturies of 

economic and politicai dependence and represented an attempt to assert Cuban 

sovereignty. Despite its proclamations of autonomy, the Castro government was unable 

to reverse this pattern of economic development; Soviet intervention and five centuries of 

underdevelopment combined to inhibit industrialization efforts. However, in the political 

sphere, the Castro govemment was remarkably successfiil in developing the pohy  to be 

reflective of and responsive to the needs of Cuban society. Indeed, the Revolutionary 

Govemment came to be widely recognized as the Iegitimate defender of Cuban 

sovereignty and as a source of progressive poiicies which benefited the masses, 

establishing a direct ünk between parria and the Revolution. - 

As the Revolution approaches the yea. 2000, however, its biggest challenge is the 

weakening link between thepairzà and the government. There is a pwing divide 

between the Cuban identity fostered by the Revolution, which is founded on principles of 

equality, and the impact of the economic reforms, which are increasing inequality. 

Fidel Castro himself has recognized the direct connection between the Revolution 

and equaiity. Indeed, he has written, 

The Revolution took place to end injustice. So that al1 children 
could have schools and teachers and books; so that aii chiidren 
could have doctors and medicines when they were sick; so that 
aiI children could grow up healthy; so that al1 children could 
have the same opportunities. So that there would be no more 
master and slave, iich and poor, exploiter and exploiteci. So 
that al1 children could go to high school, to a pre-university, to 



a university; so that all parents could have work. So that every 
human being could achieve a worthwhile Iife? 

However, these achievements are rapidly cnrmbling due to the changed international 

system, as detaiIed in Chapter Four. Schools are s u f f i g  h m  a shortage of books, 

medicines are sporaciically available and malnutrition has become cornmonplace in 

Cuban infants. More detrimental is the highly uneven standards of living that have 

arisen, conflicting with the central Revolutioflsvy principle of equaiity. For example, 

those with access to dollars enjoy greater access to goods and services, such as food, 

medicines and transportation, of which the Revolution has been the principal source. 

This development, more than any other, has decreased the goveniment's legitîmacy and 

remains the biggest challenge to its continuance, 

What, then, is the example to other Third World countries which seek to pursue a 

third way? Clearly, the Cuban experience shows that breaking h m  a history of 

underdevelopment is a long and daunting task. Even with the transition to sociatism and 

the withcirawal of Soviet influence, Cuba is still reliant on prïmary exports. Furthemore, 

the Cuban case illustrates that uni-polarity has made the U.S. even more influentid 

because there is no counterweight. Indeed, although Cuba no longer presents a s e c m  

threat, it is stiil the target of an hternationally-condemned embargo. However, the 

Cubans' ability to maintain a centrally planned economic system amïdst U.S. aggression 

and an increasingly neo-liberal international realm suggests that there is a Giable, if 

difficult, alternative to the neo-liberal structurai adjustment policies fkquently imposed 

on the LDCs. Politically, Cuba's example has been largely positive. Indeed, the island 

has been able to retaui an autonomous political system i m p e ~ o u s  to international 

pressure for a multi-party representative democracy system and has retained domestic 

support because of its Iink to sovereignty. Furthemore, the Cuban govemment has been 

able to maintain its 'pillars of the Revolution' and political power, pursuing an economic 

strategy clearly at odds with the structural adjustment pmgrarns fiequently imposed on 

LDCs. 

Castro, cited in Garcia Marquez, p.87- 



In closin& no analysis of Cuba would be complete without a brief speculation of 

post-Castro Cuba In keeping with the theme of this thesis, 1 believe that it is highly 

unlikely that Cuba would follow the Eastern European, or even Nicaraguan example. The 

experience of Eastern Europe and particularly Nicaragua, with their ever-widening 

inequalities and plummeting human development indices, contradicts the Cuban 'korld 

view," in which "notions of a fixed income. social security, and the satisfaction of basic 

necessities have become part ofthe expectations of daily lifie.'* Similar1y7 despite the 

Miami community's tremendous weakh and support nom the U.S. govemment, it is 

highly likely that its inauence over Cuba's political friture will be limited because it 

represents a r e m  to the pre-Castro ers Andrew Zimbaüst, for exampie, has noted the 

perceived strong correlation between the Miami Cuban community and racism, 

concluding that "it is improbable in the extrexne that the roughly 50% of the Cuban 

population that is black or mulatto will supinely accept the visions of Cuba's friture 

offered by right-wing, white Cuban e d e s  in ~ i a m i . ' ~  

The choice of successor is key to a peaceful transition. While numerous Cuban 

politicai leaders, such as moderates Ricardo Alarcon and Carlos Lage, garner much 

popular support, Raul Castro, Fidel's brother and a hard-liner, is highly unpopular. In a 

January 1999 article in the Economist, for example, it was noted that "Raul Castro.. .is 

not popular, and.. .few think he would be able to hold on to power for long.'" 

Accordingly, there is greater potentid for an alliance among '?op figures in the military, 

the economy and the legislature - the kind of 'collective leadership' that foilowed the 

deaths of Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union and Mao Zedong in china"' 

In the end7 it is clear that "it is to the new class of young, sophisticated, and 

highiy educated Cubans that we must look to lead the country.'" 
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